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QUESTIONS
STEMS
Use these to help you set your own questions.
Try to use some from each section.

Simple Question Stems recognising and recalling
Where is it?

Describe what happens when?

What is?

How would you define?

When did it happen?

How would you recognise?

How is?

Which one?

Why did?

Explain what is meant by?

More complex questions
Identify the pros and cons of

What do you think about?

What would be the result of?

Which is the most important factor?

What explanation can you give for

What could you suggest about?

What is the problem with?

What would happen if?

What can you point out about?

What is the most important reason why
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Book Pride
1
No dates and titles are underlined
Work is very untidy
Extended writing tasks are incomplete
SPaG errors being repeated

●
●
●
●

2
●
●
●
●

Some dates and titles are underlined
Work is untidy
Extended writing tasks are short
SPaG errors being repeated

Show more PRIDE in your learning.
Be proud to learn and be proud of your work.

3
●
●
●
●

Most dates and titles are underlined
Work is usually neat and well presented
Extended writing tasks are good
SPaG is usually correct

4
●
●
●
●

All dates and titles are underlined
Work is exceptionally neat and well presented
Extended writing tasks are outstanding
SPaG is consistently correct
You are RESILIENT.
You always show PRIDE in your work.

1

2

Compares two unlike object or ideas using the words ‘like’ or ‘as’

Compares two unlike things by saying one is another.

Giving inanimate objects human qualities.

Two opposing or contrasting ideas placed closely together.

A word which makes a sound.

Meanings taken from the use of colour.

Referring to something without mentioning it explicitly.

The attribution of human emotion and conduct to things found in
nature that are not human

Repeated sounds at the start of successive words

Repeated ‘S’ sound at the start of successive words

Simile

Metaphor

Personification

Juxtaposition

Onomatopoeia

Colour
connotation

Allusion

Pathetic Fallacy

Alliteration

Sibilance

A scene set later in time

The point of view the story is told from (first or third)

Flashforward

Narrative perspective

Flashback

When an element from the beginning is repeated at
the end
A scene set earlier in time

Cyclical narrative

Structural Devices (Weeks 4 + 6)

Definition

Language Device
(Weeks 3+5)

focus on the inner drama of a character, they are confronted by a
dramatic situation but by the end have learnt something about
themselves
usually a very short, intense experience which has a major impact on
the character involved
a short story which uses symbolism to portray an overall message,
lesson or hidden meaning
A story which consists of a series of entries which are not in
chronological order

Self/realisation
story
The isolated
moment
Parabolic stories

‘Time hopping’
story

This is the most exciting part of the story where everything
is chaos
This is where the characters are fixing the problem that
they had to deal with, often working together.

Climax

Denouement

This is the section of the story where everything is resolved
and happiness is restored.

This is where things start to happen. Often a problem is
introduced and that the characters will have to solve

Rising Action

Falling Action

Introduction and where the story begins. Usually with
everyone being happy and the story being normal.

Exposition

5 Part Narrative Structure (Weeks 4+7)

protagonist is confronted by something new which disrupts their
every day routine, something important and unexpected is at stake

a brave but vulnerable character suffers difficult experiences but
eventually overcomes the evil force)

Encounter story

Classic story

Types of Short Story (Week 1 + 2)

Year 9 Knowledge Organiser - Cycle 2 - Short Story Writing
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Mystery, suspense, red herrings, culprit, detective

Heartbreak, emotions, a hero, obstacle

Magic, complex characters, central conflict, well developed setting

Romance

Fantasy

Used to show two independent clauses are about the same topic.
They can replace a connective.

Semi-colon

Crime

Used to introduce a list and is used to separate two independent
clauses when the second explains or illustrates the first.

Colon

The supernatural, darkness, secluded location, fear

Used to show that something has been missed out or to tail off at
the end of a thought.

Ellipsis

Conventions

Used to add extra information which is not important

Brackets
(parenthesis)

Genre
(Weeks 4+5)
Horror

Used to add extra information to a sentence that is important. The
section after the dash must relate.

How you are going to approach the story -what message
do you want to convey to your readers?

Process

Dash

The location and time period of the story

Place and period

Used to add emphasis or to show strong feeling

Exclamation
mark

Crimson, vermilion, incarnadine
Emerald, khaki, olive

Red
Green

Brown

Black

White

Pink

Mocha, chocolate, caramel

Ebony, raven, onyx

Opal, ivory, porcelain

Fuschia, magenta, rose

Coral, tangerine, ﬁre

Cobalt, aquamarine, sapphire

Blue

Orange

Saﬀron, lemon, mustard

Yellow

Colour Synonyms (Weeks 2 + 3)

People

The central story idea
What happens in the story - the tensions and conflicts
arising from the premise
The characters involved

Premise
Plot

Are used to separate clauses, after an introductory clause and to
separate

Used to indicate a question has been asked.

‘The Six Ps’ - Planning (Week 4)

How to Use Them

Question mark

Punctuation
(Week 3 +7)
Comma
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When numbers in
index form with the
same base are
multiplied by each
other, the powers
(indices) are added
together

First Index
Law

Means that any
base that is raised
to the power of zero
is equal to 1

Third Index
Law

0

a =1

am ÷ an = am - n

When the numbers
or variables in index
form with the same
base are divided,
the powers are
subtracted

Second Index
Law

am x an = am+ n

453000 written as
4.53 x 105

Standard form is a
way of writing down
very large or very
small numbers
easily

Standard
Form

0

1432 = 1

a0 = 1

150 = 1

a20 ÷ a2 = a18

a5 x a4 = a9

Examples

Definition

Skill

Area of Circle

Pi (π)

(Pi x Radius X Radius)

πr2

The area of a circle is found by
using the formula:

An irrational constant used when
calculating the area and
circumference of circles. It is
approximately equal to 3.14

(Pi x Diameter)

πd

The perimeter of a circle

The distance across the circle
which passes through the centre

Diameter

Circumference

The distance from the centre of
the circle to its circumference

Definition

Radius

Skill

Year 9 Cycle 1 Recap of Skills Covered

π x 4 x 4 = 50.27cm2

Examples

5

As one amount
increase, the other
decreases by the
same rate

Numerator -The top
part of a fraction
Denominator Bottom part of a
fraction

I can solve
Inverse
Proportion
problems

Numerator
and
Denominator

into formula

Be sure to follow
BIDMAS

Replace the variable
with the value it’s
been given and then
calculate.

I can

substitute

Definition

Skill

3
5
The numerator above is
3
The denominator above
is 5

(Double the people will
take half the time)

If 5 workers take 16 days
to complete an
order, how long would it
take 10 people?
Answer - 8

Examples

I can convert
between F/D/P

I can solve
Direct
Proportion
problems

I can
Rearrange
Formula

Skill

Year 9 Cycle 2

Use the place value scale to
change between fractions,
decimals and percentages.

As one amount increases, so
does the other by the same rate.

To rearrange, use algebra rules
for solving.
Solve for the variable specified as
the subject.

Definition

Examples
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Enzyme: They increase the rate of a chemical reaction.

Biological catalyst

Starch

Rate of reaction

Qualitative reagents

W Lock-and-key theory
E
E Metabolism
K
Optimum
6
Peristalsis

A complex carbohydrate found in animals and plants.

The movement of food through the digestive system by
muscle contraction.
Chemicals used to test for the presence of a substance
in a sample.
The speed at which a reaction is occurring over time.

The conditions at which an enzyme works best.

The sum of all reactions in a cell or the body.

An orange solution used to test for starch (turns blueblack when starch is present).
Theory to explain how enzymes work; the substrate is
the ‘key’ and the active site is the ‘lock’.

A test for sugar in which Benedict’s reagent turns
orange-red in the presence of sugar.

Benedict’s test

Iodine

Plant cells which are full of water with their walls bowed
out and pushing against neighbouring cells.

The process by which soluble products of digestion
move into the blood from the small intestine.
The idea that for a reaction to occur the particles must
first collide, with enough energy to overcome the
activation energy for the reaction.
When the shape of an enzyme changes so that the
substrate cannot fit into the active site.
The process by which fats are broken into smaller
droplets by bile.
A network of vessels containing a colourless fluid into
which fatty acids and glycerol are absorbed.
The shrinking of a plant cell due to loss of water, the cell
membrane pulls away from the cell wall.

Definition

Turgid

Denatured
W
E
Emulsify
E
K
Lymphatic system
5
Plasmolysis

Collision theory

Absorption

Keyword

Digestion
• The digestive system is a tube that runs from the mouth to the anus.
• Mouth  Oesophagus  Stomach  (Pancreas  Liver  Gall bladder)  Small
intestine  Large intestine  Rectum  Anus
• Each organ carries out a specific function, they work together to digest and absorb
food.
• Digestion is completed in the small intestine. The soluble food passes through the
small intestine wall into the blood. This is called absorption.
• The blood transports the products of digestion to the body cells.
Enzymes
• Enzymes are proteins that have a region called an active site. In the lock and key
hypothesis, the shape of the active site matches the shape of its substrate molecules.
• Enzymes are highly specific and can usually catalyse only one type of reaction.
• Examples include:
 Carbohydrase: An enzyme that breaks down carbohydrates into simple sugars.
 Amylase: A type of carbohydrase. A digestive enzyme that breaks down starch.
 Protease: Digestive enzymes that break down proteins into amino acids.
 Lipase: An enzyme that digest fats into fatty acids and glycerol.

Movement of molecules
Active transport
• The transport of substances through cell membranes against a concentration
gradient.
• Requires energy from respiration.
• Active transport occurs in root hair cells in plants (uptake of mineral ions from the
soil) and also in the small intestines of humans (absorption of glucose from the small
intestine into the blood stream).
Osmosis
• The diffusion of water molecules through a partially permeable membrane, from a
dilute solution to a concentrated solution.
• In animals, the concentration of body fluids – blood plasma and tissue fluid – must be
kept within strict limits – if cells lose or gain too much water by osmosis they do not
function correctly.
• Plant cells have a cell wall. The cell wall supports the cell and stops it bursting when it
gains water by osmosis.
Partially permeable membranes
• A membrane that allows some small molecules to pass through but not larger
molecules.

Key Ideas

Cycle 2 Biology Year 9 Knowledge Organiser - How do molecules behave inside our bodies?
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Columns on the periodic table, elements in the same
group have similar properties.

Negative subatomic particle, found on shells around the
nucleus

Centre of the atom containing protons and neutrons.

The arrangement of electrons in the element

Effect where the force of the nucleus is blocked from
reaching the outer electrons by other inner electrons

How easily something takes part in a chemical reaction.

Chemical reaction where a more reactive element
“pushes out” a less reactive element from a compound.

Chemical bond formed between ions with opposite
charges

Bonds formed between atoms where a pair of electrons is
shared.

The bonding between atoms in a metal due to delocalised
electrons

Electrons which are free to move from atom to atom in a
giant structure or molecule

Group

Electron

Nucleus

Electron Structure

Electrons Shielding

Reactivity

Displacement Reaction

Ionic Bond

Covalent Bond

Metallic Bond

Delocalised Electrons

W
E
E
K

1

2

A 3D arrangement of ions in a n ionic compound

A material which electricity pass through

Simplest whole number ratio of atoms ions in a
compound.

Giant Ionic Lattice

Conductor

Empirical Formula

Electrostatic Attraction Attraction between opposite electrical charges, for
example Na+ and Cl-

A table of all the chemical elements in order of their
atomic number

Periodic Table

W
E
E
K

Definition

Keyword

Covalent bond

Ionic bond

Both ionic and covalent bonding can be shown with dot and cross diagrams. See the
examples below.

Ionic bonding involves the transfer of electrons between a metal and non-metal element,
for example, sodium chloride (salt) has ionic bonding. Ionic bonds involve ions. These can
have a positive charge (cations) or a negative charge (anions). Metals become cations by
losing negative electrons. This gives them a positive charge. Non-metals become anions by
gaining electrons. This gives them a negative charge.

Covalent bonds involve the sharing of pairs of outer shell electrons between non-metal
elements. For example, water has covalent bonding within it. This gives the atoms a full
outer shell. There are no charges on the atoms in a covalent bond.

Metallic bonding involves delocalised electrons and only metal atoms. Any metal contains
metallic bonding.

There are three types of chemical bond: covalent, ionic and metallic.

means they are inert (unreactive, does not take part in a chemical reaction) .

Group 0 elements are known as noble gases. They have a full outer shell of electrons. This

Group 7 elements have seven outer shell electrons and are called halogens. Their
reactivity decreases going down the group.

Group 1 elements have one outer shell electron and are called the alkali metals. Their
reactivity increases down the group.

Atoms are arranged into groups on the periodic table. Group number tells you the
number of outer shell electrons.

Atoms are the smallest part of an element which takes part in a chemical reaction. They
contain three subatomic particles, protons, neutrons and electrons. Elements are
substances made from one type of atom.

Key Ideas

Year 9 Cycle 2 Chemistry Knowledge Organiser - What are the properties of groups of elements and how do they bond?
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The action of compressing or squashing.

As one amount increases, another amount increases at the
same rate. Plotting a directly proportional relationship on a
graph will produce a straight line through the origin.
The process in which an object is stretched by a force and
returns to its original size when the force is removed.
Energy that is stored in an object as a result of the object
being stretched or compressed.
The process in which an object is stretched by a force and
permanently deformed.
The natural tendency of objects to resist changes in their
velocity.
A relationship between quantities in which increases in one
quantity result in proportional increases or decreases in the
other quantity; a graph of a linear relationship produces a
straight line.
Any relationship between two variables which when plotted
on a graph does not produce a straight line.

Directly Proportional

4

A measurable quantity that has both a magnitude and a
direction (e.g. velocity).
The speed at which an object is moving in a particular
direction. Unit metres per second, m/s.

Compression

Velocity

Vector

Uniform Motion

Non-linear

Linear

Inertia

Elastic Deformation
W
E Elastic Potential Energy
E
K Inelastic Deformation

3

W
E Reaction Time
E
K Scalar

Momentum

Deceleration

A quantity relating to a moving object that is calculated by
multiplying its mass by its velocity. Unit kilogram metres per
second, kg m/s.
The time it takes a vehicle driver to respond to a danger on
the road.
A measurable quantity that has only a magnitude, not a
direction (e.g. speed).
Movement of an object in a straight line at a constant speed.

The rate at which an object speeds up, calculated from
change in velocity divided by time. Unit m/s2.
The distance travelled by a vehicle after the brakes have
been applied before coming to a complete stop.
A negative acceleration, when an object slows down.

Acceleration

Braking Distance

Definition

Keyword

The symbol k stands for the spring constant. A quantity that tells you how much an object
will stretch by if a force is applied to it, as long as the object obeys Hooke’s law.
Unit = newtons per metre, N/m.

Doing work on the spring transfers energy into the elastic potential energy store of the
spring. If the limit of proportionality is not reached, elastic potential energy can be
calculated using this equation:
Elastic potential energy = 0.5 × spring constant × (extension or compression)2
Ee =½ke2

Beyond the limit of proportionality, the relationship between force and extension
becomes non-linear as the spring has undergone inelastic deformation.

When a spring is being stretched by a force it is being extended. The spring obeys Hooke’s
law and displays a directly proportional relationship between force and extension until
the limit of proportionality is reached. Hooke’s Law can be represented with this
equation:
force = spring constant × extension

Thinking distance: The distance a vehicle travels during the time it takes a vehicle driver to
respond to a danger on the road.
Braking distance: The time it takes a vehicle driver to respond to a danger on the road.

The principle of the conservation of momentum states that the total momentum of a
closed system does not change. This means that the total momentum before an event is
equal to the total momentum after. The equation is:
Stopping distance = thinking distance + braking distance

A moving object has momentum. Momentum is a quantity relating to a moving object
that is calculated by multiplying its mass by its velocity. Unit kilogram metres per second,
kg m/s. The equation to calculate momentum is:
momentum = mass × velocity

Newton’s third law states that whenever two objects interact, the forces they exert on
each other are equal and opposite. The forces in the pair are the same size, act in
opposite directions and act on different objects.

Uniform motion can be represented by this equation:
(final velocity)2 – (initial velocity)2 = 2 × acceleration × distance
v2 − u2 = 2as

Key Ideas

Cycle 2 Physics Year 9 Knowledge Organiser - How are forces involved in stretching, compression and collisions?
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3&4
3.2G/3.2F
Food, meals &
eating out

3.1G/3.1F
TV, music &
film + activities
in the past

1&2

Week
les actualités- news
avoir peur- to be scared
le dessin animé- cartoon
une émission- tv programme
ennuyeux(euse)- boring
la guerre- the war
un jeu télévisé- game show
partager- to share
pas du tout- not at all
un sondage- a survey
télécharger- to download
un téléfilm- a drama/soap
la télé-réalité- tv reality
la variété française- easy listening music
bien sûr- of course
chez- at the house of
choisir- to choose
communiquer- to communicate
une façon de- a way to
une fête- a party
génial- great
le hockey sur glace- ice-hockey
incroyable- incredible
s’informer- to get information
le journal- the newspaper/ or the tv news
les loisirs- free time
par contre- on the other hand
marrant- funny
se relaxer- to relax
la patinoire- ice-rink
retrouver- to meet
utiliser-to use
acheter- to buy
la boite- the box/ tin/can
la bouteille- the bottle
les chips- crisps

Revision of present tense
-er vb
: j’aime
, tu aimes
, il/elle/on aime
,
nous aimons
, vous aimez
, ils/elles
aiment

Quantities: “Some”
du fromage- masc
de la limonade- fem
de l’eau minérale- starts with vowel

Perfect of regular verbs
“avoir” in the present + pp
Avoir:j’ai, tu as, il a, elle a, on a, nous
avons, vous avez, ils ont
Past participles:
-er vb: “-é”- j’ai regardé
-ir vb: “-i”- j’ai fini
-re vb: “-u”-j’ai répondu

-re vb:je vends
, tu vends
, il/elle/on
vend, nous vendons
, vous vendez
,
ils/elles vendent

-ir vb:je finis
, tu finis
, il/elle/on finit
,
nous finissons
, vous finissez
, ils
finissent

vocabulary

grammar

Examples

Mon repas préféré c’est le petit déjeuner parce que c’est un
repas important et j’aime manger avec ma famille.
My favourite meal it’s breakfast because it’s an important meal
and I like to eat with my family.

J’ai joué au foot comme tous les week-ends et le soir j’ai fait
une méga fête chez moi avec des copains.
I played football like every weekend and in the evening had a
party at mine with friends.

-Samedi dernier, j’ai fait du sport avec des amis, j’ai regardé un
série télévisée et j’ai écouté de la musique.
Last Saturday, I practiced sport with friends, I watched a soap
and I listened to music.

-Selon un sondage les jeunes écoutent en moyenne deux
heures de télé par jour et regardent 3 heures de télé.
According to a survey young people listen to an average of
2hours of music a day and watch 3hours of tv.

-Quelle musique écoutes-tu?
J’adore la musique et j’écoute un peu de tout, surtout du rap et
du RnB.
-Which music do you listen to?
I love music and I listen to everything, especially rap and RnB.

-Qu’est-ce que tu n’aimes pas regarder?
Je déteste les comédies romantiques!
-What don’t you like to watch?
I hate romantic comedies.

-Qu’est-ce que tu regardes à la télé?
Je regarde la télé tous les jours. Je préfère les séries et les
téléfilms policiers.
-What do you watch on TV ?
I watch tv everyday. I prefer series and crime dramas.

Year 9 - French - Cycle 2
Theme 1 (identity and culture) - Unit 3: Free time
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3.3G/3.3F
Sports +
opinions

5&6

Quand, lorsque, si:
Quand: when- can be used in all tense.
When used in the future all verbs need
to be in the future.
-Quand j’irai dans les Alpes, je ferai de
l'escalade
Lorsque
: when
Lorsque je suis allé dans les Alpes, j’ai
fait de l’escalade.
Si
: if- use in the present tense but the
following verb is in the future.
Si je peux, j’irai au Canada l’année
prochaine.

Subordinating conjunctions:
.parce que: because/ puisque: as/
comme: as
.que: that - after verbs such as je pense
que: I think that/ je trouve que: I find that

Verb +infinitive:
●
Verbs to express what you like/prefer or
dislike: aimer/ préférer/ détester
-J’aime manger
●
Verbs to say what you can/ want to or
must do: pouvoir/ vouloir/ devoir
-je peux manger
●
Verbs to express what you are going to
do: aller
-je vais manger

des biscuits- plural
Un kilo defromage
Une bouteille de 
limonade
Un paquet de 
biscuits
Une tranche de 
jambon
200gramme de 
jambon
Un pot de 
confiture
Un litre de 
lait

le centre de loisirs- leisure centre
courir- to run
l’entraînement- training
s’entraîner- to train
l’équipe- the team
l’équitation- horse riding
gagner- to win
le jogging- running
la médaille- medal
la musculation- weight training
la natation- swimming
la piscine- the pool
la balade- the walk
depuis- since/ for
l’escalade- rock climbing
être passionné (e)- to be passionate
le joueur/ la joueuse- the player
nettoyer- to clean
sport de combat- combat sport
sport de défense- defensive sport
un stage- a course
le tournoi- the tournament

les frites- chips
l’eau- water
les légumes- veg
la viande- meat
le poisson- fish
les pâtes- pasta
le riz- rice
l’agneau- lamb
les champignons- mushrooms
les nouilles- noodles
une entrée- a starter
le repas- the meal
l’addition- the bill
la boisson- the drink
cuit(e)- cooked
épicé(e)- spicy
salé- salty
sucré- sweet
immangeable- inedible
evidemment- obviously

Si je mange des légumes tous les jours, je ne grossirai pas.
If I eat veg every day, I will not put on weight.

Je pense que c’est important de faire du sport pour être en
forme.
I think that it’s important to practice sports to be healthy.

Puisque c’est les vacances je fais du sport tous les jours.
As it’s the holidays I practice sport everyday.

Je pense que c’est super puisque le basket est mon sport
préféré
I think that it’s great as basketball is my favourite sport.

Je suis musulmane donc je ne mange pas de porc.
I am muslim so I don’t eat pork.

On est allé manger dans un restaurant indien. C’était délicieux.
We went to eat in a indian restaurant. It was delicious.

Normalement on mange une soupe pour le dîner ou des
crudités puis de la viande avec des légumes et en dessert on
mange souvent un yaourt.
Normally we eat soup for dinner or a salad then meat with veg
and for dessert we often eat yogurt.

D’habitude, je ne prends pas de petit déjeuner. Je préfère
manger à la cantine au collège.
Usually I don’t have breakfast. I prefer to eat at the canteen in
school.
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Environmental impacts focus on
the effects of a change on the natural
environment.

Economic Impacts - how a change
will effects money and their Jobs.
From the individual to the nation.

Social impacts - how individuals
and communities are affected. It will
look at how changes impacts their
houses and they way of live

Week 3
and 4:
Impacts
and
Opportu
nities is
Rio.

Causes of Growth
Rio has grown rapidly in the last 50 years due to
migration 12.5 million in 2014. Growth mainly from
within Brazil.

The Important of Rio as a City
• The cultural capital of Brazil.
• Host for the 2016 Olympic and matches during the
2014 World cup.
• Manufacturing industries of chemicals and furniture.
• Christ the Redeemer statue

Social Opportunities
• Health: There are many healthcare centres
and hospitals and a better range of medicines in
Rio. Life expectancy in Rio is 77 years compared
to 73 years in rural Brazil.
• Education: More children can attend primary
and secondary school in Rio compared to rural
areas. There are 1000 primary schools and 400
secondary schools
Economic: Opportunities
• Employment - Rio provides 6% of
employment in Brazil.
• A variety of jobs are available as Rio is home to
many manufacturing industries.
• Land Rover have opened a £240 Million car
factory employing 300 people.

Urbanisation
● In 2007, the UN announced that for the first
time, more than 50 % of the world’s
population live in urban areas.
● Urbanisation is happening all over the word
but in Low Income Countries (LIC) and Newly
Emerging Economies (NEEs) rates are much
faster than High Income Countries (HICs).
This is mostly because of the rapid economic
growth they are experiencing.
● The rapid urban growth has resulted in the
growth of megacities.
● More than two thirds of current megacities
are located in either NEEs (Brazil) and LICs
(Nigeria). The amount of megacities are
predicted to increase from 28 to 41 by 2030.

Causes of urbanisation.
1) Push factors - Reasons people leave rural areas
include:
• War and conflict , e.g. the war is Syria.
• Drought; prolonged periods of no rain.
• Lack of employment other than in farming.
2) Pull factors - Reason people want to move to urban
areas include:
• More jobs, e.g. work in factories.
• Better education & healthcare
• Following family who have established places to live.
3) Natural Increase: The populations in the cities are
growing also because of a:
• High percentage of the population are of child-bearing
age which leads to high fertility rate,
• Lack of contraception,
• Higher life expectancy due to better living conditions.

Urbanisation - The process by
which an increasing percentage of a
country's population comes to live in
towns and cities.
Rural - A countryside area, from
isolated houses to a large village.
Urban - A built up area from a town
to a mega city.
Megacity A population of 10
Million+
Rural - Urban Migration - The
movement of people from the
countryside to the city.
Natural Increase: The Birth Rate
(babies born per 1000 people) - the
Death Rate (number of deaths per
1000 people per year).

Week 1
and 2:
Global
Urbanisat
ion
Trends

Location : Rio de Janeiro is saturated in South America
in south-east Brazil around Guanabara bay.
The city is split into zones: West Zone – wealthy
suburbs, South zone a mix of hotels and the famous
Rocinha favela.

Geographical concepts

Knowledge

Keywords

Session

Cycle 2 Geography Year 9 Knowledge Organiser: Urban issues and challenges
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Week 7
and 8:
Challenge
s and
Urban
Managem
ent
solutions.

Problem:
• Air pollutions causes around 5000 deaths. Smog
occurs in the city in still conditions.
• Traffic congestion increase stress and pollutions
because of the mountains and the number of cars.
• Crime on the metro forces people on to Roads.

Traffic Congestion: Occurs
when there is too great a
volume of traffic for the roads
to cope with so traffic jams
form.

Week 5
and 6:
Challenge
s and
Solutions
in Rio.

Economic Challenges
• Unemployment rates in the favelas are over 20%.

Site Service Scheme:
The local authority provides
land and services for residents
to build homes.

Favela Barrio Project: An
Urban planning scheme to
improve the quality of life for
the Favela dwellers.

Environmental Challenges
• Guanabara Bay is highly polluted causing a major
threat to wildlife. Commercial fishing has declined
90% in the last 20 years.

Favela Barrio Project:
A site and service scheme where they have:
• Paved roads; improved access to a water supply and
Improved sanitation,
• A new cable car system – one free ticket per resident
per day so it is less dangerous to travel through the
favela. They are hubs or health and police centres.
• The Pacifying Police Unit: with police patrolling the
favelas.
Has the Favela Barrio Project been a success of a
failure?
• The quality of life, mobility and employment prospects of
the inhabitants have improved.
There are still problems
• The newly built infrastructure is not being maintained.
• Residents lack the skills and resources to make repairs
• More training is needed to improve literacy.
• The cable car system since the Olympics in many Favelas
was abandoned.

Social Challenge
• Education: Compulsory in Brazil for children aged
6-14. School enrolment in Rio is low, drop-out rates
are high.
• Crime: A high murder rate of 20 per 1000 people
in many favelas. Kidnapping and armed assault
• Energy: 99% of the City is connected to Electricity.
People can use electricity for cooking and lighting.
• Health: Rio has better access to services and
resources than rural Brazil. Life expectancy is 77
years old compared to 73 years old in Sertao in
rural Brazil

Squatter Settlement: An
area of poor-quality housing,
lacking in services such as water
supply, sewerage and electricity.

Favela: The name give to
squatter settlements in Rio.

Solution:
• One new sewage works have been but since 2004.
• Ships are fined for discharge fuel illegally.
• 5km of new sewage pipes have been installed.

Solution
• Expand the metro systems (cutting car use).
• New toll roads (so people think about the cost of travel.
• Making the coast roads one way during rush hours.

Problem:
• Guanabara bay is highly polluted.
• Rivers are polluted by open sewages in the favelas as
the government has not paid for sewage pipes.
• The have been oil spills from an oil refinery.

Infrastructure:
The basic equipment and
structures (such as roads, water
supply) that are need for a
country or region to work
properly.

Challenges and Solutions to Urban Issues in Rio

Keywords

Session

Cycle 2 Geography Year 9 Knowledge Organiser: Urban issues and challenges
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Key Words
consolidation - bringing things together - reinforcing something
Fuhrer - supreme leader
Reichstag - Parliament
Trade Unions - organised group of workers , acting together to protect their interests
Schutzstaffel - Protection squad
Key Dates
January 1533- Hitler became Chancellor
February 1933 - Reichstag Fire - blamed on the communist
March 1933 - Enabling Act. - Hitler can rule alone for 4 years without Parliament
- March election Hitler got 48% of the vote
May - Trade Unions banned
July - ban of political parties
June 1934 - Night of the Long Knives
August 1934 - death of Hindenburg
Key Facts
Hitler was Chancellor in 1933 but Hindenburg had all the powers of President. He needed
to remove all opposition both in and outside the party. The Reichstag building caught fire
and Marinus Van Der Lubbe was caught. He was a Dutch communist so Hitler banned the
communist.
Enabling Act - Hitler got the Reichstag to pass a law which effectively removed the power of
Parliament. He got then to do this by using terror and siding with the catholic Centre Party
The Night of The Long Knives - Hitler needed to have better control of his own party. Ernst
Rohm, its leader, was a threat to Hitler’s power. He arranged a meeting with Rohm and 100
other SA.(Storm Troopers) The SS then arrested , imprisoned and shot many members of
the SA.

Week One- Consolidation of Power

Week Two Women and Youth

Key Dates
1925 - Hitler Youth set up
1933 - Hitler banned almost all youth groups
1933- Law or the Encouragement of Marriage Dismissed from teaching, law and civil
service. Law for Encouragement of marriage – gave them loans which they could keep when
4 children were had.
1937 - women needed back in work
1939 -Hitler Youth compulsory
Key Facts
WOMEN – equal but different –‘ their battlefield was childbirth’ – needed to create Aryan
master race
Motherhood Cross awarded for having 4, 6 and 8 children. Appearance – dress simply, no
makeup, trousers or fancy hairstyle
Divorce laws also changed. If a wife could not give birth to children her husband would
divorce her
Successful initially birth-rate increased but then women were needed in the workplace
when men were called up.
Hitler Youth – German maidens trained them for their future role
YOUTH
Education – curriculum written to reflect future roles(race studies, drill, eugenics) ( girls
Domestic Science)teachers had to be Nazi approved and attend Nazis courses
Hitler youth – voluntary until 1936- leisure activities to prepare for life as a soldier and
indoctrination. Political training - swore an oath of loyalty. Physical training went camping
and hiking and did sports activities. Military and character training. Girls as mothers. Success
was varied and many avoided joining. Started for boys aged six and girls aged ten. Wore
uniforms and were encouraged to spy on their families. Indoctrination and racial studies
were an important part of this

3Ks – Kinder, Kurche, Kirche (children, church, cooking)

Key Words
Aryan - master race Hitler was trying to create
Domestic skills - household skills like cooking, sewing and cleaning
Lebensborn - Spring of life - homes for girls to get pregnant by racial pure SS men
Oath of Loyalty - a promise to support someone

History Year 9, Cycle 2 – The Nazis
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Key Dates
1933 - the Police State
Key Facts
THE POLICE STATE – SS,SD, GESTAPO- led by Himmler – responsible for removing
opposition by intimidation – 50,000 members
SS - black uniforms - they controlled all Germany police and security forces

Key Words
Police State - government that uses the police and security forces to monitor and
control the lives of ordinary people
secret police - a police force that works in secret, spying on what people do
Prosecute - to try someone for an offence in a court of law
Heinrich Himmler - Leader of the SS

Week Five- Police State

Hitler wanted to reduce the power of the church. The church and state had worked closely together
and were heavily involved in education. Hitler was careful to not upset the church while he was tying
to get into power.
Catholic ChurchThey signed the Concordat agreeing to stay out of politics in return for religious freedom. this meant
the church couldn’t speak out against Hitler.Even so the Catholic newspapers were suppressed and
youth groups were disbanded
Protestant
It was reorganised and fell under Nazis control. They were united under German Christians. The
Nazis also created ‘ The Reich church.They replaced the cross with the swastika and the Bible with
Mein Kampf.

July 1933 - Concordat signed
1935 - many priests arrested
1936 - crucifixes removed from schools
1937 - Pope spoke out against the church
1939 - Catholic education stopped
Key Facts

Key Words
Concordat- agreement between Nazis and Catholic Church
Confessional church – led by Niemoller
Key Dates

Week Three The Church

Key Dates
1933 Sterilisation Law- sterilisation of people with inherited disabilities
1933 - boycott of jewish shops
1935 - Nuremberg Laws
1938 - Kristallnacht
Key Facts
PERSECUTION- social Darwinism – survival of the fittest- eliminate sub-humans

Key Words
Aryan - Hitler’s master race
eugenics- race policies
asocials - homosexals, prostitutes, tramps

Week Six Racial Policy

Key Words
Propaganda - is another way of controlling attitudes
Censorship - banning certain information or ideas
Joseph Goebbels- Minister of Enlightenment and Propaganda
Key Dates
1933 - Goebbels made Minister of Propaganda
Reich Chamber of Culture
1936 Olympics
Key Facts
Censorship – no books without permission. Had to be pro Nazis . May 1933 book burning.
Nazis controlled cheap people’s radio so could get the Nazi message they were short wave so they
could not pick up things from other countries. Speakers in parks, work places and public areas made
sure people got the message all the time
.Newspapers had to print what Nazis told them – press conferences held regularly. Shut down any
which printed different things
Events– Nazis message- mass rallies- supporting events like Berlin Olympics
Posters – Nazis message everywhere
Films – always had 45 min official newsreels. Theatre produced Nazis plays.
Music and Art was traditional. Hitler had own architect to produce new buildings
Propaganda kept most people loyal to Hitler

Week Four Propaganda
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Key Dates
1930s
Key facts
CHURCH – Hitler said people were either German or Christian not both.
Catholic – Concordat Nazis would not interfere with Catholic Church if they stayed out of
politics. Catholic youth cubs and schools shut and priests harassed
Protestants supported the Nazis. Until Miller formed Reich Church and Niemoller set up
a church in opposition
Church objected to compulsory sterilisation and the Nazis stopped it
OPPOSITION
400 Catholic priests sent to camps
Niemoller – Confessional Church – set up alternative church to the National Reich Church
to protect the Church against Hitler
Bonhoeffer - opposed the Nazis from the beginning. He helped Jews escape Germany and
planned an assassination attempt on Hitler.
Edelweiss Pirates – listened to Swing / graffiti/ fought Hitler Youth- 2000 members
Swing Youth – mostly middle class who wore American clothes and listened to swing
Most people apathetically accepted Nazis

Week Seven Opposition

SD - uniformed and spied on all known opponents and critics.
Gestapo – secret police – arrest and imprison without trial – send people to
concentration camps. No uniforms. They prosecuted anyone who said or did anything
against the Nazis or the government. Feared by the public.
Concentration camps – set up 1933 for political prisoners- run by SS – prisoners
classified into groups each with
Legal system – National socialist League for maintenance of law- Hitler got rid of Trial by
Jury and replaced it with People’s court which tried treason cases. Lawyers had to support
Nazis

Key Dates
1933- Public works programme
Key Facts
Public Works programme - helped reduce unemployment by creating jobs building
autobahns .All men between 18 and 25 could be recruited into National Labour Service.
Unemployment fell but went up again in 1938.. But invisible unemployed – women / Jews
made it seem as though the policy was more successful than it was.
Rearmament (preparation for war) was the real reason unemployment fell from 1937
The Nazis made efforts to support the German Workers as part of Volksgemeinschaft
The Nazis introduced Strength Through Joy Movement - a scheme to help workers get
cheap holidays and leisure activities
The scheme also involved the introduction of the Volkswagen.
The Beauty of Labour encouraged factory owners to improve conditions for workers
However there were disadvantages because the cost of living rose by 25% but wages didn’t
increase. Workers didn’t have the right to strike

German Labour Front – Robert ley – replaced trade unions
Beauty of Labour- improve working conditions
Strength Through Joy – improve leisure time for workers
Reich Labour Service – provided young men with jobs

Key Words

Week Eight Living Standards

Homosexuals were sent to concentration camps

gene pool

Gypsies - Nazis believed they were racially inferior. they wanted to create a strong race by
removing people with mental or physical disabilities. Gypsies were seen as defects in the

-

-

the German flag/ or be a german citizen
Kristallnacht 1938 – shops and synagogues destroyed because a Jew murdered a
Nazis in Paris
Ghettos – to keep them together until Holocaust

Asocials –homosexuals, gypsies, disabled. 1933 – Sterilisation Act of disabled. Others sent
to camps
Jews – boycott of shops
- Nuremberg laws 1935 – declared non German/ no right to marry a German / or fly
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Key themes/Facts

Salah - the daily prayers. The times
of prayers are held just before
sunrise, just after midday day,
afternoon, just after sunset and
night.
Muslims pray facing Mecca the place
of pilgrimage for them.

Key themes /Facts

Week

2
Prayers

Week

4
Almsgiving

Week

Zakah - give a charitable donation of
2.5% savings each year to the poor.
Paying Zakah gives Muslims a good
attitude towards money.

Key themes/Facts

Sawn - Fasting for a Muslim - This is
a period of 40 days.
Muslims have a festival with family
and friends to celebrate the breaking
of the fast.

The five pillars - the five most
important duties for all Muslims.
They are central to the Muslim
practices and they see the 5 Pillars
the same as the pillars that support a
building.

1
5 Pillars

3
Fasting during
Ramadan

Key themes/Facts

Week

Sadaqah - Good actions or payments
carried out for charitable reasons.
Khums - 20% tax paid by Shi’a Muslims
on their excess income.

Key terms/Spellings

Qur’an - Muslim holy book. This is the
book which details how a Muslim lives.
Ramadam - 9th month of the Muslim
calendar, Muslims fast from dusk to
sunset.

Key terms/Spellings

Wudu - ritual washing before prayer.
Muslims follow a ritual washing so they
are spiritually clean before they pray.
Jummah prayer - weekly communal
prayer. Held on a friday for Muslims to
visit weekly.

Key terms/Spellings

Shahadah - declaration of faith . Said
out loud before they pray.
Ten Obligatory Acts - important duties
for Shi’a Muslims which include the
Five Pillars.

Key terms /Spellings

Year 9 Modern Britain Islam practices

To consider how donating to Charity can improve
people’s lives. By giving Zakah, Muslims are
acknowledging that everything they own comes from
God and belongs to him, and that they should use their
wealth to remember God and give to those in need.

Religious practices

Muslims fast during the daylight hours for the whole
month, going without food or drink. They get up every
day before sunrise in order to eat and drink enough to
keep them going until sunset. Then the fast is broken
and Muslims are allowed to eat and drink.

Religious practices

Muslims pray 5 times a day.
It is important for them to do
this as it shows they are
following the rules of the
Qur’an which are the teachings
a Muslim will live their life
by.

Religious practices

To understand how Muslims show dedication to the
Islam religion.These practices show how a Muslim is
faithful to the Qur’an. They continue to follow the rules
of the Qur’an and will use these practices to stay faithful
to their faith. They are brought up in the faith right from
an early age. They will pray with their family and follow
the traditions of the family.

Religious practices
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7&8
Festivals and
Celebrations

Week

6
Jihad- Lesser and
Greater

Week

5
Pilgrimage

Week

Muslim Festivals -To understand how
Muslims celebrate aspects of Islam.
These festivals celebrate the end of
Ramadan and also the the Muslkim
festival that celebrates the prophet
Ibrahim’s willingness to sacrifice his son
for God.
Cards and presents are given and
community celebrations are often
organised.

Key themes/Facts

Jihad is an important concept for
Muslims. It refers to struggling against
evil, either as an individual or as the
collective fellowship of Islam. Jihad
requires Muslims to strive to improve
themselves and the societies in which
they live i a way that God would
approve of.

Key themes/Facts

Understand how the events of Hajj
enable Muslims to feel closer to God.
Hajj is the fifth pillar of Islam. The
pilgrimage they make should be done at
least once in their lifetime.
Hajj is taken in Saudia Arabia at a place
called Mecca.

Key themes/Facts

Eid-ul-fitr - Festival of fast breaking,
celebration at the end of Ramadan.
Although Eid-ul-Fitr is not been as a
national holiday in Britain, in certain
areas many Muslims are granted the day
off to attend morning prayers and enjoy
the festival.
Commemorate - to remember and show
respect for someone or something.

Key terms/Spellings

Jihad - to struggle or to strive for
something. A struggle against evil, this
may be an inward, personal struggle or an
outward collective struggle.
Greater Jihad - struggle with oneself. The
personal inward struggle of all Muslims to
live in the line with the teachings of their
faith. They must observe the 5 pillars of
Islam.

Key terms/Spellings

Ka’bah - Ancient stone building in Mecca
where Muhammad was visit by the Angel
Jibril and recited the Qur’an.
Pilgrimage - A religious journey to be
made where it can be spiritual and seen
as following the faith.

Key Terms/Spellings

Year 9 Modern Britain Islam practices

These days start with prayers but the night
before women will decorate their hands and
feet with henna. . In the morning the men go
to the mosque to attend a special prayer.
In London several
thousand Shi’a muslims
go to Marble Arch
for a
procession of mourning
and to listen to speeches.

Religious practices

The origins of jihad go back as far as
muhammad, as the concept appears many
times in the Qur’an and the Hadith (the sayings
of Muhammad). Some people see that Muslims
are terrorists as they see the name Jihad. This
is not true. Jihad is a struggle against evil and
Muslims believe in this very important concept.

Religious practices

Pilgrimage for a Muslim who should do this at
least once in their life time.
Some communities will provide financial
support for a poor Muslim to make the
journey because it is a religious obligation and
not a holidlay. During a period from 8th to
12th of Dhul - Hijjah, 3 million Muslims take
part in the pilgrimage.

Religious practices

Art, Craft and Design
WEEK 1 & 5:
Assessment Objective 3: Reflective Recording - Record ideas, observations and insights relevant to intentions as work progresses.
Methods of Recording

Colour Theory

Observational drawing

Drawing from looking at images or objects.

First hand observation

Drawing directly from looking at objects in front of you.

Second hand observation

Drawing from looking at images of objects.

Photographs

Using a camera or smartphone to record images will
class as first hand observation.

Sketches

Basic sketches and doodles can act as a starting point
for development.

Tonal shading

Produce a range of tones by varying the pressure and
layering - consider using softer pencils for darker shades.

Primary: Red, Yellow, Blue
Secondary: Primary + Primary
Tertiary: Primary + Secondary
Shades: Add black
Tints: Add white
Complimentary: Colours opposite on the colour
wheel
Harmonious: Colours next to each other on the
wheel
Monochromatic: Shades, tones and tints of one
colour
Hue: The pigment
Warm: Red, Orange, Yellow
Cold: Blue, Green, Purple

Developing your idea as a
final piece.
Rough - A basic sketch of a
final idea
A Visual/Maquette - A small
image or model created in the
selected materials
Final Piece - An image or
sculpture pulling all preparatory
work together

WEEK 2 & 6:
Assessment Objective 1: Contextual Understanding - Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical understanding of sources.
Artists/Designers
Karl Blossfeldt
German photographer, sculptor, teacher and artist. Born 13th June 1865, died 9th December 1932. Worked in Berlin, Germany.
Best known for his close-up photographs of plants and living things, published in 1929 as Urformen der Kunst. Was inspired by nature
and the ways in which plants grow. Made many of his photographs with a homemade camera that could magnify the subject up to
thirty times its size. He believed that 'the plant must be valued as a totally artistic and architectural structure.'
Georgia O’Keeffe
American artist, born 15th November 1887, died 6th March 1986. Studied at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago and
the Art Students League of New York. Worked for 2 years as a commercial illustrator. Best known for her paintings of
enlarged flowers, New York skyscrapers and New Mexico landscapes. Has been recognised as “the Mother of American
Modernism”.
Andy Goldsworthy
British sculptor, photographer and environmentalist. Born 25th July 1956. Studied fine art at Bradford College of Art
1974-75 and Preston Polytechnic 1975-78. Produces site specific sculptures and land art. The materials used often include
flowers, icicles, leaves, mud, pinecones, snow, stones, twigs, and thorns. Photographs the work due to its transient nature.
Peter Randall Page
British artist and sculptor. Born 2nd July 1954. Studied sculpture at Bath Academy of Art from 1973-77. Best known for his stone
sculpture work. Inspired by geometric patterns in nature. Helped design the Education Resource Centre at the Eden Project in
Cornwall. Has a large sculpture called The Seed on display there.
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WEEK 3 & 7:
Assessment Objective 2: Creative Making - refine work by exploring ideas and experimenting with appropriate media, materials, techniques
and processes.

Media

The substance that an artist uses to make art.

Materials

The same as media but can also refer to the basis of the art work eg. canvas, paper, clay.

Techniques

The method used to complete the art work, can be generic such as painting or more focused such as blending.

Processes

The method used to create artwork that usually follows a range of steps rather than just one skill.

Pencil

The basic tool for drawing, can be used for linear work or for shading. Coloured pencils can be layered to blend colours, some
are water soluble.

Pen/Biro

Drawings can be completed in pen and shaded using hatching or cross hatching.

Pastel/Chalk

Oil and chalk pastels can be used to blend colours smoothly, chalk pastels give a lighter effect.

Acrylic paint

A thick heavy paint that can be used smoothly or to create texture.

Watercolour

A solid or liquid paint that is to be used watered down and layered.

Pressprint

A polystyrene sheet that can be drawn into, to print the negative image - can be used more than once.

Monoprint

Where ink is transferred onto paper by drawing over a prepared surface. Only one print is produced using pressure in certain
areas.

Collograph

A printing plate constructed of collaged materials, producing prints that are based on textures.

Card
construction

Sculptures created by building up layers of card or fitting together.

Wire

Thick or thin wire manipulated to create 2D or 3D forms.

Clay

A soft, natural, substance used for sculpting. When fired, it can be glazed to create shiny colourful surfaces. Different
techniques included pinching, slab forming, coil building, hand built and wheel thrown.

WEEK 4 & 8:
Assessment Objective 1: Contextual Understanding - Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical
understanding of sources.
TIER 2 Vocabulary and definitions

TIER 3 Vocabulary and definitions

Publish - prepare and issue a book, or journal, for public sale
Inspire - fill someone with the urge to do something creative
Magnify -make something appear larger than it is, especially with
a lens or microscope.
Valued - considered to be important or beneficial; cherished
Institute - an organization having a particular purpose, especially
one that is involved with science, education, or a specific
profession
Enlarged - having become or been made larger.
Recognised - show official appreciation of; reward formally.
Skyscraper - a very tall building of many storeys.

Sculptor - an artist who makes sculptures (3D art)
Photographer - a person who takes photographs, especially as
a job
Close-up - a photograph taken at close range and showing the
subject on a large scale.
Subject - the topic dealt with or the subject represented in a
work of art.
Artistic - pleasing to look at
Architectural- the art or practice of designing and constructing
buildings
Structure - a building or other object constructed from several
parts
Illustrator - a person who draws or creates pictures for
magazines, books, advertising, etc.
Modernism - a style or movement in the arts that aims to
depart significantly from classical and traditional forms
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Convenience –A complete meal
that can be microwaved in
minutes

Market maps

4

Week

Market
segmentation

3

Week

Market
research

2

Week

1.2

Innovation – A new idea or creative
solution

Location – Business who want to appeal to regional tastes or businesses
that recognise an area is affluent so they sell high quality products there.

Price – Examples of different priced chocolate is shown from left to right.
Twix is a low priced chocolate and Divine is quite expensive.

Quality – Examples of different quality products in chocolate are shown on the diagram from top to bottom..
Green and blacks are considered high quality with Kinder egg low quality

Market Mapping – A diagram that can be used to position two products using two variables (often quality and
price)
This allows entrepreneurs or businesses to spot potential gaps in the market or places with less competition.

Key Knowledge

Target market – a group of people that
business has recognised as potential
customers

Differentiate – A product or service
that stands out from others Making
something unique or exceptional

Lifestyle – The things people like to do and buy. For example, Halfords
appeal to people who cycling and B and Q appeal to people who like to
do things in the house and garden

Demographic – Includes gender and family type (single, married etc)

Income - How much money people earn. Example, businesses will
produce products that target people with little money (Poundland) or
lots of money (Rolex)

Key terms

Quantitative – Questions that produce
numerical data like amounts or
percentages. Closed question that
produce yes or no answers

Secondary – Gathering data that already exists about the market or
other businesses in the market.
Types include;
Market reports, Sales data, internet, government reports

Key Knowledge – 4 factors

Qualitative – Questions that produce
data about what people think and feel.
Open questions that get more detailed
responses

Market Map

Market segmentation allows a business to
design its product range or services to cater for
the people that it hopes will become its
customers.
*Dinkys Play Café – installed a soft play area for
toddlers, it also offered a range of child friendly
healthy snacks. In its toilets it installed lower
level sinks and a nappy changing station. It also
offered bespoke birthday packages.
Understanding its target market was key to
making them happy

Contextual Information

Many businesses fail as they do not understand
the market or their customer needs.

The purpose of research is to;
• Identify gaps in the market
• Identify customer needs
• Identify and understand competitors
• Understand customer opinion of a business

Contextual Information

Aldi and Lidl meet customer needs by offering low price groceries
Dyson meet customers needs by offering high quality products
Service stations meet the needs of their customers by placing themselves of the major
roads in the UK to make travelling easier
Currys PC World meet the needs of their customers by offering all kinds of electronic
equipment and household appliances

Key terms

•

•
•
•

Contextual Information

Knowledge Organiser

Primary - Collecting information that did not exist before. This will be
completing up to date and relevant to the business.
Types include;
Questionnaires, Focus groups, Surveys

Key Knowledge – two types

Range – A supermarket that offers
every choice a consumer might want

Price – Beating a competitors
price on same good/service

1

Customer
needs

Quality - A manufacturer using the
best materials

Key Knowledge – 4 factors

Y9

Week

Business Studies
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7
Synoptic

Week

SWOT
Analysis

6

Week

Competitive
market

5

Week

Y9

Competitive advantage – when a company creates a product or service that is
significantly different or better or when they create a highly trusted brand.

Threats – Who are the biggest
competitors, what is happening external in
the economy

Opportunity – What are the things
that customers may want that the
business does not yet offer

Target market – a group of people that business has
recognised as potential customers

Competitive advantage – when a company creates a
product or service that is significantly different or
better or when they create a highly trusted brand.
Qualitative – Questions that produce data about
what people think and feel. Open questions that get
more detailed responses
Quantitative – Questions that produce numerical
data like amounts or percentages. Closed question
that produce yes or no answers

Indirect competitors – Businesses that do not
offer the same product or service but give the
consumer an alternate option. For example a bus
or a train

Price war – When businesses lower their prices
to fight for customers. This often results in the
competitors lowering their prices

Innovation – A new idea or creative solution

Enterprise - An individual or business that produce
goods or services to meet the needs of customers

Differentiate – A product or service that stands out from
others Making something unique or exceptional

Competitive market – Where there are lots of
businesses offering the same or similar products or
services

Direct competitors – Businesses that offer the
same products. For example Burgerking and
McDonalds

Market share – A businesses proportion of sales in a
market

Competitive market – Where there are lots of businesses offering the same or
similar products or services

Weakness - What are the areas for
development within a business, where has
it got thing wrong

Strength – What is good about a
business, what does it do well

Key terms for Unit 1.2

Key terms

Price war – When businesses lower their prices to fight for customers. This
often results in the competitors lowering their prices

Indirect competitors – Businesses that do not offer the same product or
service but give the consumer an alternate option. For example a bus or a train

Key Knowledge - 4 areas of SWOT

Non- competitive environment - Some businesses operate in a market with little
competition. This is sometimes because they offer something very unique or
exclusive and is sometimes because of their location.

1.2

Direct competitors – Businesses that offer the same products. For example
Burgerking and McDonalds

Key terms

Knowledge Organiser

Competitive environment – Most businesses operate in a competitive
environment. Consumers often have lots of choice as to where they can buy their
products from and the option of alternate brands.

Key Knowledge

Business Studies
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Week 1
and 2

How to treat an anaphylactic reaction.
Stay calm and phone for an ambulance, make the patient comfortable. If they
have an EpiPen, use it. An EpiPen is a dose of adrenaline (epinephrine), it
controls their symptoms. People who work in the industry should be trained
how to use it.
Common allergens.
Eggs, milk and dairy, fish and shellfish, peanuts, other nuts, seeds, citrus fruits,
strawberries, kiwi, mustard, celery, celeriac.

To make bread we use warm water as it helps activate the yeast, the yeast also needs food (sugar) to activate and release gas (CO2) which
helps the bread dough to rise. To make pastry we use cold water so the butter doesn’t melt and to avoid the formation of long gluten strands
which ruins the crumb structure of a pastry dough.

Food intolerance - very difficult for doctors to diagnose but can cause ill health for people most of the time. Symptoms - muscle and joint
aches and pains, pain and bloating in the abdomen, nausea, constant tiredness and weakness, diarrhoea, eczema and dry skin conditions.

ALLERGIES
Serious, possibly life threatening reaction to foods/ingredients.
The reaction can happen seconds, minutes or hours after
consumption. The severe and dangerous reaction is called
anaphylaxis which produces histamine causing various
symptoms.
Visible symptoms - changes in appearance and how they
sound. Skin becomes flushed and red, raised red/pink itchy
rash appears on the skin (hives), swelling to skin on the face,
breathing difficulties, wheezing and coughing. Swelling of lips
and eyelids.
Invisible symptoms - these happen inside the body. The
mouth, tongue and throat swell so the person cannot breathe,
swallow or speak properly. Abdominal pain, nausea and
vomiting. They can collapse and become unconscious leading
to death.

Why is it important to know about them? Advise customers about ingredients in food being sold/served. Food labelling, avoidance of
cross contamination. Know how to treat an allergic reaction.

Hospitality and Catering Knowledge Organiser Year 9
Food allergies and intolerances (cycle 2)
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Week 7
and 8

Week 5
and 6

Week 3
and 4

Revision week and DIRT
Use the information above

Filo pastry: thin layers of pastry which should not dry out during assembly and should have a crunch when cooked. Can be used to make filo
pie, baklava, spring rolls etc
Sweet pastry (Pate sucre): shortcrust pastry with added sugar to be used in sweet dishes e.g. apple pie, custard tarts, mince pies etc

Environmental Health Officer
They enforce food safety legislation. Ensures food is stored correctly, not being contaminated, handlers are trained in food hygiene and safety.
HACCP is in place. Advice on how to improve. They enter without an appointment. Take food samples away for laboratory testing. Take
photographic evidence. Look at data records. They can remove food they think is a hazard. Close the premises if there is a high risk of food
poisoning ‘Emergency Hygiene Prohibition Notice’. Tell owners to make improvements in a given time.

Shortcrust pastry:
A short (crumbly) pastry used to make a variety of dishes e.g pie bases, sausage rolls, quiche etc

Food Safety Legislation and EHO.
Food Safety Act 1990
This applies to all food businesses and also includes non-profit-making organisations. Its purpose is to make sure food is safe to eat, what
people expect it to be and not labelled, advertised or presented in a way that is false or misleading.
Food Hygiene Regulations
Making sure food is handled, supplied and sold in a hygienic way.
HACCP
Hazard Analysis of Critical Control Points.
Identifying potential hazards and putting controls in place to prevent the risk of food poisoning.
Food premises
They must be: Clean and maintained in good repair. Be designed and built in a way that allows good hygiene practices.
Food labelling regulations
Their purpose is to inform and educate consumers. Certain information needs to be shown on the label by law.
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3

Week

2

Week

1

Week

Milestone- A stage or event in a process

Circumference - Something that remains the same over
time

Fine motor skills;
Holding a crayon or paint brush
Using a spoon or fork
Doing buttons and zips up

Physical development 18 months - 3 years - What will
happen during a child’s physical development from the
ages of 18 months - 3 years

Development of speech sounds and language skills take place during this stage

Definitions

Cognitive and communication development 18 months 3 years - What will happen in a child’s development
between 18 months - 3 years .

Problem-solving skills – exploring objects with hands and
mouth, counting and sorting objects by colour and size.

Children will gain listening and attention skills, including responding to sounds, responding to name,
understanding instructions of varying steps

Knowledge

Overstimulation - Overstimulation happens when a child
is swamped by more experiences, sensations, noise and
activity than she can cope with. For example, a newborn
baby might get very unsettled after a party where he's
been cuddled by lots of grown-ups

Memory – recognition of familiar objects and people,
songs and rhymes

Gross motor skills;
Running
Catching a ball
Climbing stairs
Throwing a beanbag
Climbing

Senses - examples - Sight, smell, taste , touch and hearing

Knowledge

Definitions

Development- Skills and knowledge gained over time.

Development charts (centile charts)- Charts that are used to see whether children’s development is meeting
expected patterns

PILES- Physical, intellectual, language, emotional, social

Holistic development - Parts that are interconnected.

Psychologist-a professional who studies the human mind
and why people do things

Growth is measured in several ways;
Weighing the child
Measuring length and then height
Measuring the head circumference

It is essential for doctors and health care professionals, such as health visitors, to measure a child’s growth.
This helps them to make sure that the child is developing well.
We use these to identify possible signs of ill health or disability. It will also show whether the child’s growth is
consistent with the expected patterns.

Growth - An increase in size and mass

Development stages - Children develop skills in five main
areas of development

Knowledge

Definitions

Year 9 Child Development Knowledge Organiser
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7

Week

6

Week

5

Week

4

Week

Tantrums - When a child does not know how to deal with their emotions this can result in
them displaying this through shouting and rolling around on the floor .

Self-esteem - The way you feel about yourself

Milestone- A stage or event in a process
Primitive- The historical development of something. Primitive reflexes are possibly
left-over skills needed before humans evolved.

Proportion - Considered in comparison to something else.

Circumference- The distance around something, this case, the baby’s head.

Definitions

Confidence - The way you feel about yourself in doing something

Consistent - Something that remains the same over time

Knowledge

Key Person- The named practitioner in an early years setting with responsibility for a child.

Developing emotional resilience – learning how to cope with emotions, including testing
boundaries, understanding cause and effect of feelings and behaviours, learning how to
manage feelings and frustrations.

Increase in independence – exploring the environment independently, development of self
soothing skills

Development of bonds and trust – positive relationships; recognition of familiar caregivers;
wariness of unfamiliar and unknown others

Ways that children attract attention of caregivers – crying, turning their head, smiling,
giggling

Knowledge

Self- soothing - Children are able to soothe themselves when their primary
caregiver is not present.

Definitions

Perseverance- Continued effort and determination, despite difficulty.

Attention - notice taken of someone or something; the regarding of
someone or something as interesting or important

Resilience – The ability to keep something even when you don’t succeed

Independence - Being able to do thing on your own

Development of bonds and trust – positive relationships; recognition of
familiar caregivers; wariness of unfamiliar and unknown others

Emotional development 18 months- 3 years - What will happen during a
child’s emotional development from the ages of 18 months - 3 years

Definitions

Secondary socialisation - This is socialisation with anyone
outside of their immediate family

Bonds development of secure, positive relationships with
others, including attachment to primary caregivers

Primary caregivers - First relationship with the person who cares for the child - usually the mother

Social development 18 months- 3 years - What will
happen during a child’s social development between 18
months and 3 years
Friendship - A relationship of mutual affection between people

Key terms

Definitions

Year 9 child development
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Decode Instruction:
1.
The instruction in the MDR
is decoded by the CU.
2.
The CU will then load values
into the MAR.

Fetch Instruction:
1.
Copy Memory Address from the
program counter to the MAR.
2.
Copy instruction stored in the MAR to
the MDR (Memory Data Register).
3.
Increment (increase) the program
counter to the point of the next
instruction.

All a CPU does is carry out instructions, one after another, billions of times a second.

Fetch-Decode-Execute-Repeat:

Embedded systems are computers built into other devices like dishwashers,
microwaves and Tvs. These are dedicated systems.
They are often used as control systems because they monitor and control
machinery in order to achieve a desired result.For example, dishwashers use the
embedded system to control the water pumps, use the water release mechanism,
manage the various dishwasher cycles and control the thermostat to adjust the
water temperature.

Execute Instruction:
1.
The instruction is performed. This could
be:
a.
Load data from memory
b.
Write data to memory
c.
Perform a logic/arithmetic
operation

Week 1:

●

●

Embedded Systems and Computers inside a Larger System:

Computer Science: Systems Architecture:

This is a large circuit board which contains some of the most important parts of a
computer such as the CPU.

Motherboard

This contains the accumulator
which stores results of
calculations.

Week 2:

The Von Neumann architecture
describes a system where the CPU
runs programs stored in memory.
Programs consist of instructions and
data which are stored in memory.

The Memory Address Register
holds the address of the
instruction about to be used.

The Memory Data Register holds
actual data in the instruction.

This contains the program counter
which holds the address of the
instruction for each cycle.

Short-term memory that the computer uses whenever it performs calculations. You
can’t store files there because it’s cleared when you turn off your computer.

Von Neumann's’ Architecture:

RAM

A piece of metal that draws heat away from the CPU.

Plugs into the electric socket and powers all of the components in your computer.

PSU

Heatsink

Used for long-term storage. It keeps all of the data, even when the computer is
turned off. This can use magnetic plates or use solid-state technology (which is
faster, but more expensive)

Sometimes called the brain of the computer because it processes information and
carries out commands. It can get quite hot.

Definition

HDD

CPU

Component
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●

●

●
●
●

ROM:

●

●

This is non-volatile memory and can only be read from and not written to.
This is a small chip built into the motherboard.
It contains all of the instructions that the computer needs to boot up. This is called
the BIOS (Basic Input Output System).
As soon at the computer is powered on, the CPU reads the instructions from the
ROM. It tells the CPU to perform self checks and set up the computer e.g. test the
memory is working correctly, see what hardware is present and copy the operating
system to RAM.
Although the CPU can only READ the ROM, it is possible to update the BIOS
(‘flash’) on a ROM chip.

Week 4:

The Control Unit:
○
Its main job is to execute program instructions by following the
fetch-decode-execute cycle.
○
It controls the flow of data inside CPU and outside to main memory and
input/output devices.
The Arithmetic Logic Unit:
○
This performs all of the calculations
○
It completes simple addition and subtraction. It compares the size of
numbers and can perform multiplication and division.
○
It performs logic operations such as AND, OR and NOT and Binary SHifts.
○
It contains the Accumulator register which stores current calculations.

Week 3:

The Central Processing Unit is the brain of the computer.
This processes all of the data into information.
The processing power depends on different characteristics such as clock speed,
number of cores and cache size.

Main Parts:

●
●
●

What is the CPU?

●

●

●

●

ROM:
ROM:

When the RAM is full, the remaining data is stored on the
secondary storage. The Hard Drive or Solid State Drive is turned
into virtual memory.
This may be needed if there are too many applications open at
once or if a memory intensive application is being run.
If the CPU needs to read data stored here, then it needs to be
sent back to RAM. This is a slow data transfer process.
Switching between applications will be slow because the data
needs to transfer between virtual memory and RAM.

Week 5:

Random Access Memory is used as the main memory in a
computer.
It can be read and written to. RAM is volatile.
○
Volatile memory is temporary memory. It requires power
to retain its data.
○
Non-volatile memory is permanent memory - it keeps its
contents even when it how no power.
The main memory is where all data, files and programs are stored
when they’re being used.
When a computer boots up, the operating system is copied from
secondary storage to RAM and applications are also stored here.
RAM is slower than CPU cache, but a lot faster than secondary
storage.

Virtual Memory is Secondary Storage:

●

●

●

●

●

RAM, High speed, Volatile memory:
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●

●
●
●

Week 7:

Three Tiers of Secondary Storage:
●
Primary Storage refers to memory areas that the CPU can access
very quickly like CPU registers, cach, RAM and ROM. Primary
storage has the fastest Read/Write speeds and is most likely volatile.
●
Secondary Storage is non-volatile and is where all data (operating
systems, applications and user files) area stored when not in use. It
includes magnetic hard disk drives, solid state drives, CDs and SD
cards. Read/Write speeds are much slower compared to primary
storage.
●
Tertiary storage is non-volatile and used for storing data more long
term. It’s mainly used for archives and back-ups of massive amounts
of data. A typical example is a magnetic tape library which may use a
robotic arm to access the tapes.
Magnetic Hard Disk and High- Capacity, Reliable Storage:
●
Hard disk drives are the traditional internal storage in Pcs and
laptops. A hard disk drive is made up of a stack of magnetic metal
disks spinning at a rate between 5400 and 15000 rpm (revolutions
per minute).
●
Data is stored magnetically in small areas called sectors within
circular tracks. Read/Write heads on a moving arm are used to
access sectors on the disks.
●
Portable HDDS are popular for backing up and transporting data.
●
These are very long lasting and reliable.

Solid State Drives are storage devices with no moving parts. Most of them use a type of flash memory.
SSDs are used for the same purpose as HDDs (internal storage).
They have a significantly faster Read/Write times than HDDs. Using a SSD rather than traditional HDD can give much quicker times for booting up and operating
programs and files.
Hybrid devices exist which use solid state storage for the OS and programs and use hard disks for data.

Solid State Drives are Fast and Reliable Secondary Storage:

Week 6:

Clock Speed:
●
This is the number of instructions a single processor core can carry out per
second (Hz).
●
For most desktop computers, this will be around 3.5 GHz (3.5 billion instructions
per second)
●
The higher the clock speed, the greater the number of instructions that can be
carried out per second.
●
Some CPUs can be overclocked to make them run at a higher clock speed than
the set rate.
●
This is risky however because if not done properly, the CPUs overheat which
causes permanent damage to the system.
●
Cooling systems are used for this.
Number of Cores:
●
Each core in a CPU can process data independently of the rest.
●
The more cores a CPU has, the more instructions it can carry out at once, so the
faster it can process a batch of data.
●
Most PCs and smartphone have 4 or more cores.
Cache Size:
●
The cache is data storage inside the CPU that’s much faster than RAM.
●
A large CPU cache gives the CPU faster access to more data it needs to
process.
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● Motif development: changing and developing a
recurring theme or movement.

● Counter point: two or more solos performing
simultaneously that complement each other.

● Accumulation: A build up of movement.

10. Flexibility: Consider changing rehearsal plans if necessary.

9. Resilience: when hitting a creative block push through it a seek
support.

8. Independence: Work by yourself to generate movement
material.

7. Patience: Be supportive and calm when teaching other
performers movement material.

6. Collaboration: Everyone needs to contribute to the creative
process.

● Canon: one after the other

● Unison: At the same time

5. Communication: Discuss new ideas and solutions to
problems.

4. Correct clothing: Props, costume and sports wear that will
reduce the risk of injury.

3. Motivated: Have a positive energy when working in the studio.

2. Being organised: Plan rehearsal efficiently including breaks.

1. Punctual: Be on time

What makes a good rehearsal? Weeks 2 and 6

● Instrumentation: perform the movement using a
different body part.

● Repetition: repeat the exact same move over and over
again.

● Retrograde: perform the motif or movement backward

● Fragmentation: change the order of the motif

Accurate spelling of the bold key terms is your focus.

Choreographic devices:: Weeks 1 and 5

Dance - Year 9 - Knowledge Organiser C2
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Sharing ideas and intentions: The choreographer will discuss their
ideas to ensure all performers understand the purpose of the
performance.
Teaching movement to performers: A choreographer will deliver
pre-planned movement to performers in a workshop setting.

● Stimulus used in West Side Story: Ideological The
story of Romeo and Juliet

● Stimulus used in The Nutcracker: Ideological
Hoffman’s original story

Responding to a stimulus: Using a starting point such as an image to
inspire the dance.

Developing performance material through choreographic devices: A
choreographer will use devices such as fragmentation (changing the
order) to add interest and variety to the performance.

Collaboration: When practitioners work together towards an end
product or performance.

● Stimulus used in Emancipation of Expressionism:
Auditory Til Enda

Professional repertoire:

Providing notes or feedback: A choreographer will give notes and
feedback on their performers to highlight their strengths and areas for
improvement.

Setting tasks for performers: The choreographer creates an activity for
a group or individual to work on, to help generate movement material
based on the stimulus.

Organising and running rehearsals: creating a plan of action to
help develop the performance when generating movement
material.

Stimulus: The starting point or inspiration of a dance.

Tactile: Touch (Velvet)
Auditory: Hearing (The wind)
Ideological: Thoughts and facts (Gravity)
Visual: Sight (The colour pink)

Choreographic approaches: Weeks 4 and 8

Stimuli: Weeks 3 and 7

Dance - Year 9 - Knowledge Organiser C2
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10 year old Kal and his mates (Mal, Ro, Tilly, Jaz and Boff) are having a
sleep-over round Kal's to celebrate his birthday. As the night draws in, the kids
indulge in an age old pastime. Scaring the living daylights out of each other.
Kal tells the story of a local house, said to be haunted by the ghost of a man
who once lived there with his ageing mother and his pet monkey. As a boy,
Kal's Dad and his mates snook into the very same house, only to come
screaming out again when they found something absolutely terrifying in the
upstairs bedroom. Kal challenges his friends to do the same, and with varying
degrees of reluctance, they disappear into the night. Meanwhile, Kal's much
put upon 8 year old sister, Lou, has been listening at the door. Despite the fact
that Kal told her it was his sleep-over and babies weren't allowed to take part,
Lou sneaks after the gang. Scary Play follows the ten year olds (and Lou) as
they creep into the haunted house and each faces up to their own unique fear.

Plot

Scary Play

Scary Play plot and characters:: Weeks 2 and 6

The book which contains the play - including dialogue, stage directions and
setting the scene.

Characters
Kal 10 Yr old. Clever & tough, or so he thinks. Tells some lies.
Mal 10 Yr old. Kal’s best friend. Not so clever.
Tilly 10 Yr old. Very girly and pretty. Ro’s girlfriend.
Dramatic Tension
The tension which builds to a climax in a play which is shown through reactions Ro(meo) 10 Yr old. Good-looking boyfriend of Tilly. Pretends he’s tough.
10 Yr old. Tilly’s best friend. Smart and feisty, not girly.
of the characters and music. Aimed at making the audience pay closer attention. Jaz
Boff 10 Yr old. Clever and not tough. Very sweet but anxious.
Spoof Horror
Lou
8 Yr old. Kal’s sister. Tomboy, likes superheroes and adventure.
The genre of Scary Play which takes elements of horror, including fear for the
The Man Adult. Calm and polite on the surface, but bitter and strange
characters, but also adding in comic moments of light relief.
underneath. Threatening.

Script

The time used by an actor to prepare, refine and improve their performance for
presentation.

Rehearsal

When the actors create a frozen image within their performance. Another way of
explaining a freeze frame.

Tableaux

The decisions made for where actors move on the stage.

Blocking

When an actor giggles within the performance, therefore breaking the illusion of
being the character.

Corpsing

When an actor convincingly becomes their character and does not slip out of
their role or corpse.

Staying In-role

Mastering Theatre Techniques: Weeks 1 and 5

Drama - Year 9 - Knowledge Organiser C2
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also discuss their own relationships with their parents. Kals sees that Lou is
favoured by her father, which makes him jealous. He also reflects that his
greatest fear is his Dad, who is strict with him. The Man’s own relationship
with his mother was terrible and the audience questions if this was the
cause of his negative behaviour towards the children.

Family unites the characters of Kal and Lou, as they are siblings. They

play. Firstly sneaking out of Kal’s house and entering the derelict house
on Beech street. Secondly when they are captured they take risks in the
way they talk to the man. Kal takes one of the biggest risks, by refusing to
tell the man his fears which leads to him being the only child left in the
house held captive. In the end his little sister, Lou, comes to his rescue.
Only Boff is not prepared to risk himself.

Taking Risks There are several risks which the children take within the

characters. They attend the same school and have all been invited
along to Kal’s birthday. Within this young peer group friendship is tested in
this dangerous situation, where some are keen to enter the house, others
are scared. Some even try to mask their real fears and hide behind
friends. The experience ultimately unites them and causes them to
support each other.

Friendship shown through the honest relationships between the

telling them all a scary story about a real house on Beech Street. Next
they all have to face their first fear, which is to enter the house. When
they are in there they are caught by a strange man who asks them to tell
him about their fears. He enjoys watching them face their fears and then
he promises to let them go.

Facing up to fears The children start off in Kal’s bedroom, where he is

Themes in Scary Play: Weeks 3 and 7

Drama - Year 9 - Knowledge Organiser C2

Flats - the black screens upstage
Furniture - to represent a room
Black Blocks - can be used in various ways to represent different items of a
set, such as seats or a bridge.

Set Design - Shows us a location for the scene. In drama we use:

or characters. Important lighting terms:
Spotlight - one light fixed on an area of the stage
Flood - lots of lights on stage to cover all areas
Filter - a colourful piece of plastic placed in front of a light to make it change
colour and create atmosphere - Blue filter gives a cold feel, Orange could
represent fire

Lighting - creates atmosphere and helps focus the audience on key areas

SEMIOTICS - they give an audience signs and clues.

When we watch a play we see and hear many things which help to
communicate meaning and atmosphere.These elements are known as

Design Semiotics: Weeks 4 and 8
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Key Terms

Physical
Intellectual
Emotional
Social
Peak
Fertile
Informal
Independance

Mid Life Crisis
Menopause
Oestrogen
Menstruation
Empty Nest
Syndrome
Security

Week

Week 1
Early Adulthood:
19 - 45 years

Week 3
Middle
Adulthood:
46 - 65 years

During menopause these three things happen:
-ovaries stop producing eggs.
- reduction in oestrogen hormone production.
- menstruation becomes less frequent and then stops.

Physical Development: A stage when individuals may experience less stamina and decreased
muscle tone and a mid-life crisis by becoming distressed due their feelings about changes
happening. Hair continues to grey and hair loss in men. Many people put on weight, particularly if
they exercise less but continue to eat and drink the same. In women the main characteristic is the
menopause this is where menstruation ends and women can no longer become pregnant. Usually
occurs between 45 - 55 years of age.

Intellectual Development: Individuals will have gained a great deal of knowledge which they can
use to help solve problems they come across in their personal and working life.
Emotional Development: is closely associated with security which is linked to: relationships, job
security and income. Individuals are gaining independence by living independently. Self Image is
still based on intelligence, success and attractiveness.
Social Development: Make their own decisions on informal relationships. May start their own
family and develop emotional ties with partners and children. Social activity is centered around the
family. Social skills will be used to build and maintain positive formal relationships.

Physical Development: At this life stage individuals are physically mature and their sexual
characteristics are fully formed. Individuals are:
- At the peak of physical fitness
- Reached their full height
- Women are at their most fertile.
Changes in physical appearance such as:
-weight gain, hair turning grey, males may start to lose their hair.
-Nearer the end of this life stage women see a slowing of the menstrual periods which lowers their
fertility rates.

Knowledge

Year 9 Cycle 2 Health and Social Care Knowledge Organiser
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Week 3
Later Adulthood:
65+ years

Mobility
Dexterity
Reaction Time
Senses
Recall
Fine motor skills
Dementia
Memory
Retirement

Physical Development: The rate of the aging process varies but everyone will notice changes in
physical appearance and ability.
Physical Appearance changes: Lose height with age; women's hair thins, men may lose theirs;
skin loses elasticity which shows lines and wrinkles; Nails may become more brittle or harder.
Changes in Motor Skills:
Mobility - use of gross motor skills will decline as muscles become weaker and joints become
stiffer which makes it harder to carry out day to day tasks such as DIY and gardening.
Dexterity - fine motor skills will also decline and tasks such as opening packets or changing a plug
can become more difficult.
Other Effects of ageing are: Slower reaction time; Higher risk of disease/illness/infections;
Reduction of senses; hearing, sight and taste; weakening of bones; Loss of muscle; Reduction in
stamina.
Intellectual Development: Speed of thinking declines but level of intelligence is retained. Thinking
through problems and making logical decisions may be affected. May also see a decline in memory,
struggle to recall information. Can be affected by Dementia - an illness affecting the function of the
brain. Learning a new skill or taking up a new hobby can keep the mind active.
Emotional Development: Individuals may gradually become dependent on others for care.
Social Development: At this stage retirement gives people more time to socialise and a pension to
fund it. Death of a partner or friend can cause isolation as individuals no longer want to socialise.

-reduction of oestrogen as well as stopping the release of eggs also causes:
-issues with temperature regulation causing hot flushes
-changes in mood
-changes to the health of skin, hair and nails.
-males sperm count decreases.
Intellectual Development: See Early Adulthood
Emotional Development: In control of their own lifestyle and environment. Security is still linked to:
relationships, job security and income. If an individual is secure and enjoys life they are said to be
content.
Social Development: At this life stage may see children leave home causing a feeling of loss
known as “empty nest syndrome”. Individuals are likely to maintain family relationships
communicating with them frequently. Individuals may expand their social circle through travel, more
time on hobbies and by joining new groups.
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Genetic
Inheritance
Self image
Self esteem
Disposition
Intelligence
Disorders
Strength
Stamina

Influence
Culture
Religion
Discriminate
Values
Beliefs

Week 4
Physical and
Lifestyle Factors
affecting
Development

Week 5
Social and
Cultural
affecting
Development

Social and Cultural Factors
Influence of Culture and religion
Development can be influenced because it affects their values (how they behave) and their lifestyle
(diet, appearance, hobbies).
Positive effects of a person's culture or religion include:
Negative effects
of a person's culture or religion may include:

Physical Factors
Genetic Inheritance - Is the genes a person inherits from their parents.
Genes determine a child's physical features such as height, eye and hair colour. Genetic
inheritance can impact on our development because our physical characteristics affect our
self-image and self-esteem. Genes can also determine an individual's:
-disposition (mood, attitude and general nature)
-intelligence
-special skills such as being good at sport or art.
Genetic Disorders - Health conditions that are passed from parents to children through genes.
Genetic Disorders impact on PIES development:
Emotional Development - physical appearance can affect self-image, confidence and wellbeing.
Intellectual Development - may result in missed schooling or have a direct impact on learning.
Physical Development - a person’s physical build can affect physical abilities, strength and
stamina.
Social Development - Physical characteristics or disease may affect opportunities or confidence in
building friendships and becoming independent.
Disease and Illness - Can be a long term or short term condition which will have an affect on
growth and development.
Intellectual development - May miss school meaning they may fall behind in their learning and
also some illnesses can affect a person's memory which can impact on decision making.
Emotional development - Can cause worry and stress, individuals may develop a negative self
esteem, can result in a loss of independence, can lead to isolation in older adults.
Social development - It can restrict opportunities to socialise and build wider relationships.
Physical development -may affect the rate of growth in infancy and early childhood, may impact
on the process of puberty, in adulthood can cause tiredness and mobility problems which may
prevent involvement in physical activities.
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Week 6
Relationship
Factors affecting
development

- a feeling of security from sharing the same values and beliefs with others
- feeling discriminated against leading to negative self image
- good self-image through feeling accepted and valued by others
- feeling excluded and isolated because their needs such as diet and not catered for
Community Involvement
Communities are important for people to meet and interact with each other. It can mean different
things to different people. It may refer to the local area where an individual lives, it could be their
school, it could be the religious or cultural group to which they belong. What is common for all
communities is that they share the same values and common goals.
Communities can support emotional development by giving individuals a sense of belonging
essential for wellbeing.
Communities can support social development by providing a culture to build and maintain
relationships
People who are not part of a community may not have much contact with others resulting in
isolation.
The impact on development may include:
anxiety which may lead to depression; making negative lifestyle choices such as poor diet
or using illegal drugs or alcohol; feeling less secure; difficulty in building relationships.
Gender Role - Is the role and responsibilities determined by a person's gender.
Gender roles are learnt from around 3 years old. Expectations have changed as well as UK laws
however people still face discrimination because of there gender. This can lead to feelings of
isolation and low self-esteem.
When people face discrimination because of gender they may be: excluded from a group; refused
promotion; paid less; expected to carry out a particular role.
Educational Experiences
Higher levels of education result in: Better employment prospects, improved levels of pay, less likely
to be unemployed and improved health and life expectancy. This is due to being able to afford a
healthier diet and being more actively involved in a paid hobby and having a wider circle of friends
due to work colleagues helping an individual's well being.
Relationships and Isolation
Personal Relationships - Relationships formed with parents/carers, family and friends.
Relationships are important at all life stages as they provide emotional security contentment and
positive self-esteem. We are reliant on relationships for our own growth and development. As

Community
Religious
Gender
Educational

Relationships
Isolation
Adolescence
Discriminated
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Economic
Factors affecting
Development

Week 7

Economic Factors - Relate to a person’s wealth and include their income, wealth and their material
possessions.
Income and Wealth - Income is mainly dependent on the type of work a person does. Receiving a
wage or a pension (money received when retired) from work helps individuals to pay for things they,
or their family, need to keep healthy. Having enough money also gives individuals and their families
a feeling of contentment and security and also independence, because they can make decisions
about the life that they wish to lead. Opposite to this, having a low wage or being unemployed can
mean people live in poverty, struggling to provide basic needs for themselves and their family which
mean they may have to cut down on: fuel use; shopping (particularly healthy foods); travel
(holidays) and Social activities that cost. This can also speed up the ageing process and could lead
to a decline in health and also affects a child's growth and development due to their diet and social
opportunities.
The impact of income and wealth on housing. - This can impact on individuals health as well as
emotional development.
Living in good housing with open spaces means that individuals may:

Economic
factors
Income
Wealth
Material
Possessions
Wages
Unemployed
Cramped

-Feel good about themselves
-Be more likely to stay healthy
-More easily access open spaces to take exercise

children widen their friendship circles they become more confident and independent. In
adolescence individuals are greatly influenced by their friends’ opinions which can affect self-image
both positively and negatively.
However, Relationships and families can break down. For example if parents do not meet the needs
of their children, breakdown of trust and sibling rivalry.
A relationship breakdown due to trust could result in a lowering of self-esteem, loss of confidence
and stress.
Another effect of a change in relationship especially in older adulthood as a result of bereavement
to a partner or close friend could be social isolation. Social Isolation can also happen because: they
live alone; are unemployed/retired; are discriminated against; have an illness or disability. This can
make people feel insecure.
Role Model - is someone a person admires and strives to be like. They can influence how people
see themselves compared to others and their lifestyle choices.

Role Model
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Poor housing with cramped and damp conditions means that individuals may:
-Have low self-image and self-esteem
-Be more likely to experience ill health
-Be less likely to take exercise.
-Be more anxious and stressed.

-Feel safe and secure.

Year 9 Cycle 2 Knowledge Organiser
Spreadsheets and Data Modelling
Week 1
Sec on 1: How companies use data
Data

A collec on of numbers or text that is stored and processed by computer systems.

Fields

Fields divide data up into groups of the same type, such as people’s names or their phone numbers.
Typically, the ﬁelds make up the columns within a table of data

Record

One complete set of ﬁelds. Typically, the records make up the rows within a table of data.

Qualita ve informa on

Informa on that describes quali es that cannot be represented numerically.

Quan ta ve informa on

Informa on that describes informa on that can be measured and best represented by numbers.

Infographics

Combines several methods of presen ng complex informa on, such as graphs, diagrams, images and tables,
in a brief, clear and visual way.

Veriﬁca on

Involves entering data more than once to ensure the entries are the same.

Valida on

Involves tes ng that the input data conforms to certain rules.

Valid

Data is correct or suitable.

Invalid

Data is incorrect or unsuitable.

Data models

A way of showing the rela onships between data and inves ga ng the possible outcomes of change.
Week 2
Sec on 2: Create a dashboard using data manipula on tools

Dashboard

A display of important informa on, using visual and other methods of presenta on.

Delimi ng

The use of one or more characters to separate one data item from another.

Worksheet

The table of cells within a spreadsheet. The collec on of worksheets in a single spreadsheet ﬁle is called a
workbook.

Cell

An individual box on a worksheet.

Replica on

The process of copying something.

Rela ve addressing

Where the cell in a formula changes rela ve to the row and/or column where it is copied.

Absolute addresses

These do not change when the formula is copied. They are created by including a $ sign in front of the column
le�er and/or row number.

Func on

A type of formula that carries out a calcula on. Spreadsheets have many diﬀerent func ons than can be used.
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Year 9 Cycle 2 Knowledge Organiser
Spreadsheets and Data Modelling
Week 3
String opera on

Edi ng (manipula on) that is carried out on a text string.

Text string

A sequence of characters; for example, the password 46*IKpQE is a text string of eight characters.

Macro

A small program that carries out instruc ons to perform a par cular task, for example, it can be used to
automate spreadsheet func ons.

Lookup Func ons

A method that is used to look for values in speciﬁc tables, rows, columns or spreadsheets.

Logical Operators

Greater than (>), Less than (<), Greater than or equal to (>=), Less than or equal to(<=)

Sor ng

The process of pu�ng something into a speciﬁc order (A-Z, Z-A)..

Filtering

Taking out the data that is not needed and only keeping speciﬁcs.

Macros

This is a predeﬁned sec on of code that completes the same job when called.

Condi onal Forma�ng

The process of changing the colour of the cells based on the values entered into them.

Week 4
Sec on 3: Draw conclusions and review data presenta on methods
Trend

When there is a change over me, such as an increase or decrease in a value.

Pa�ern

A repea ng change in the data over me.

Anomaly

When something diﬀers from the normal or what is expected.

Bias

An external factor that may inﬂuence results.

Pie Chart

Used to show a propor on or a percentage out of 100%.

Line Chart

A graph that is used to show a trend in data.

Bar Chart

A chart to allow easy comparison of numbers
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Year 9 Cycle 2 Knowledge Organiser
Spreadsheets and Data Modelling
Week 5
Sec on 4: Spreadsheet Formulae and key terms
=

Symbol needed to start any formula in a spreadsheet

+

Symbol used to add cells and/or values

-

Symbol used to subtract cells and/or values

*

Symbol used to mul ply cells and/or values

/

Symbol used to divide cells and/or values

()

Used to order diﬀerent parts of your formula (as in maths) BIDMAS

Autoﬁll

Tool to automa cally replicate a piece of informa on or formula into adjacent cells

Column

A ver cal collec on of cells

Row

A horizontal collec on of cells

Week 6 & 7
Sec on 4: Spreadsheet Func ons
=SUM()

Add together all the values in a range of cells

=MAX()

Find the highest value in a range of cells

=MIN()

Find the lowest value in a range of cells

=AVERAGE()

Find the average (mean) value from a range of cells

=COUNT()

Counts the number of numerical values in a range of cells

=COUNTA()

Counts the number of text values in a range of cells

=COUNTBLANK()

Counts the number of blank cells in a range

=COUNTIF()

Counts all of the cells that contain a speciﬁc criteria.
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Reception theory - Stuart Hall ( 1980)
Media texts are encoded and decoded. The producer encodes
messages and values into their media which are then decoded by the
audience. The audience will take the view of:
Dominant -Agreeing with the producers view. Oppositional - Challenging
the producers view.
Negotiated - Falling between agreeing and disagreeing

Key Words
Mode of address - The way that a media text ‘speaks’ to an audience eg as
if an older sibling giving gentle advice
Direct gaze - When the cover star looks directly at the camera, as if they
are looking directly into your eyes as an audience.
Representation - how different groups of people, places, issues and events
in society are presented in the media
Gender - traditionally refers to male or female but can also be used to
encompass a broad range of identities
Ethnicity - a social group that has a common national or cultural tradition.
Media Theories
Representation Theories
Male Gaze - Laura Mulvey ( 1975)
Media texts present women through the eyes of a heterosexual male.
Women are represented as sexual objects for the pleasure of the male
viewer to look at.

Key Words
Masthead - the title and the design of the title on the front page of a
newspaper or magazine
Cover line - a short phrase on the front cover of a magazine referring to a
feature inside the magazine
Puff - a promotional sticker shape on the front cover of a magazine
Media platforms - the place or device where we access the media eg
Facebook
Primary audience - the main targeted audience
Secondary audience - another audience for the text
Media Theories
Audience Theories
Uses & Gratifications Theory - Blumler and Katz (1974)
Audiences actively consume media for one of the following reasons:
Surveillance - the viewer wants to acquire information, knowledge and
understanding by watching programmes like The News.
Diversion - Viewers watch programmes for enjoyment and escapism.
Personal Identity - Viewers can recognise a person or product that reflect
similar values to themselves and can copy some of their characteristics.
Personal Relationships - Media products produce a topic of conversation.
For example who is the best contestant

Ethnic = a social group that has a common national or cultural tradition
Exotic = unusual and exciting because of coming (or seeming to come) from
far away, especially a tropical country
Pitied = to feel sorry for someone

Manuel Alvarado - representation of ethnicity
Ethnic groups are usually represented in one of four stereotypical ways:
Exotic
Dangerous
Humorous
Pitied

Week Two/Six

Week One/Five

Media Year 9 Cycle 2
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The most successful of all of the media sectors is interactive, and in
particular video games. The video games industry makes more money than
the film and music industries combined.

Interactive
websites, mobile apps, e-magazines, mobile games, video games, online
games.

Publishing
newspapers, magazines, comics, brochures, advertisements

The 3 media sectors are:
Audio/Moving Image
TV programmes, films, music videos, animations, TV and radio
advertisements, radio broadcasts, podcasts

Marketing - All of the ways that an audience is made aware of a product.
This includes advertising.
Genre - a category of media product defined by a set of codes and
conventions, for example comedy.
Enigma - a mystery or puzzle
Narrative - story, and how it is organised

Demographics - the audience and how it is categorised
NRS social grade - the system of categorising people by income and
career, creating the categories A, B, C1, C2, D, E
Psychographics - the system of categorising people by lifestyle and
personality
Sectors - the 3 different types of media industry
Stereotype - a widely held but fixed and oversimplified image or idea of a
particular type of person or thing
Media Industry

Media Industry
Television broadcasting
There are two types of media broadcaster - commercial and public
service.
Commercial broadcasters make their money from advertising and/or
subscriptions. Examples of commercial broadcasters in the UK are ITV
and Sky.
Public service broadcasters are funded in the UK by the licence fee
and government subsidy. The main public service broadcaster in the UK
is the BBC. As a public service broadcaster, the BBC has a remit to
inform, educate and entertain. Commercial broadcasters tend to
broadcast more popular programmes that deliver large audiences and plenty
of advertising. In recent years with the increased speeds and coverage
offered by broadband internet, internet based subscription channels
have become more popular, such as Netflix and Amazon Prime.
Increasingly, services now are truly multi-platform - meaning that you can
start viewing on one device (eg television) and continue viewing on another
(eg mobile phone).

Key Words

Week Four/Eight

Key Words

Week Three/Seven
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Spelling these words correctly is your focus

Dynamics and their symbols:: Weeks 1 and 5

Music - Year 9 - Knowledge Organiser C2

Technique - Using the correct musical/instrumental techniques in order
to perform accurately and expressively.

Ensemble - Performing as part of a group. Also making sure that every
part of the ensemble is heard clearly and equally.

Rhythm - Keeping in time with the beat/other instruments.

Tuning - Making sure that the correct pitches are sung.

Confidence - Feeling good about yourself and your ability to perform
well.

Enunciation - Enunciation refers to how clearly and distinctly a particular
individual forms the sounds that make up a word.

Projection - Voice projection is the strength of speaking or singing
whereby the voice is used loudly and clearly.

Stage Presence - is that energy, or charisma and appeal, that an artist
has while performing in front of others.

Expression - conveying emotion when performing. Dynamics are one
way that performers can convey emotions.

Dynamics - The louds and softs (volume) in music. Usually written using
the symbols in the adjacent box.

Key vocabulary: Weeks 2 and 6
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Lyric Content - The song is about self-love and affirmation.

Accompaniment - Playing along with a solo instrument or singer.

Album - a collection of songs released as a digital download or a
12-inch LP record.

Production Techniques - The song contains some autotune and reverb
but nothing too out of the ordinary.

Instrumentation - This song uses common pop instruments, such as
keyboard/synthesiser, guitars, vocals, drums (with a marching band
snare style) as well as some brass instruments.

Harmony/Chords - The tonality of the song is Major and is in the key of
C Major, using the chords C, G, Am and F.

Me - The lead single from the album Lover. "Me!" is a cheery, campy
bubblegum pop and synth-pop duet.

Singer-songwriter - a musician who writes and performs his or her
own music.

Lyric Content - Generally pop songs describe everyday life and
things, such as love, family, friendship.

Structure - The structure of a pop song is also relatively simple. It
follows a general pattern of Verse, Chorus, Verse, Chorus, Bridge,
Chorus.

Harmony - Pop songs generally follow a simple and repeating chord
progression (indicated by Roman numerals), which stems from
European Classical harmony but simplified.. For example, chords, I, IV,
V and vi).

Brendon Urie - An American singer, songwriter, and musician, best
known as the lead vocalist of Panic! at the Disco, of which he is the only
original member remaining.

Taylor Swift - An American singer-songwriter. Her narrative songwriting,
which often centers around her personal life, has received widespread
critical plaudits and media coverage.

Pop - a genre of music that emerged in the 1950s with the intent of
appealing to general audiences.

Instrumentation - Common instruments found in pop songs are:
keyboard, guitars (electric, acoustic and/or bass), drums and vocalists.

Example Artist and Song: Weeks 4 and 8

Genre: Weeks 3 and 7

Music - Year 9 - Knowledge Organiser C2
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Research, inspiration, mind
map, shoot plans and your
ideas.

COMPOSITION: The arrangement or structure of the formal elements that make up
an image.
FRAMING: What the photographer has placed within the boundaries of the
photograph.
CONTOUR: The outline of an object or shape.
ORGANIC SHAPE: Shapes based on natural objects such as trees, mountains, leaves,
etc.
GEOMETRIC SHAPE: Simple rectilinear or curvilinear shapes found in geometry,
such as circles, squares, triangles, etc.
ILLUSTRATOR: A person who draws or creates pictures for magazines, books,
advertising, etc.
NEGATIVE SPACE: The space around and between the subject(s) of an image. It
may be most evident when the space around a subject, not the subject itself, forms an
interesting shape.

Glossary of terms

Artists/Photographers - Cycle 2 - Structures
Alexander Rodchenko (1891-1956) was a
Russian artist, sculptor, photographer and graphic
designer. He was one of the founders of
Constructivism and one of the most versatile
Constructivist and Productivist artists to emerge
after the Russian Revolution. He worked as a
painter and graphic designer before turning to
photomontage and photography. His photography
concerned the need for analytical- documentary
photo series. He often shot his subjects from odd
angles, usually high above or down below, to shock
the viewer and to postpone recognition of what
the subject of the photo was.

Week 1 & 5
FOCUS - Assessment Objective 1 (AO1)

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Experimenting, photoshop
edits, manual edits, taking
photos using different
camera settings.

Methods of recording;
Storyboarding
Taking photographs
Annotating all stages
Sketching ideas of manual outcomes
Producing contact sheets with annotation
Taking screenshots as work develops in photoshop
Photograph work as it develops if manual editing

Technical Keyboard Shortcuts
Ctrl + C = Copy
Ctrl + X = Cut
Ctrl + V = Paste
Ctrl + T = Transform
Ctrl + Alt + Z = Step backwards (Undo)
Ctrl + Shift + Alt + V = Paste into selection

Documenting - To record (something) in written,
photographic, or other forms.
Artificial - Made or produced by human beings
rather than occurring naturally.
Absurd - Wildly unreasonable, illogical, or
inappropriate.

Bas Princen (1975 - Present) Rotterdam-based
photographer. Bas Princen was first trained as an
architect before earning a reputation for documenting
the vast structures and spaces he might once have
helped create. With his photographs of giant
construction sites and apparently absurd human
artefacts he describes the oddity of human
‘civilisations’. “I go out to find photographs in which
the artificial and the natural take each other’s forms
and in which one is unable to see if things are being
constructed or destroyed.”

Week 2 & 6
FOCUS - Assessment Objective 2 (AO2)

D
F
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Recording - capturing your ideas (drawings,
photographs, sketches, collected images, objects,
materials, annotation).
Ideas - suggestion or a plan for doing something.
Consistent - always behaving or happening in a
similar way.
Effectively - a way that is successful and achieves
what you want.
Observations - the act of observing something,
too look at, a clear and deep understanding.
Intentions - something you want and plan to do.
Progresses - movement to an improved or more
developed state.

Assessment Keywords

Commercial - Making or intended to make a profit.
Monochromatic - Containing or using only one
colour.

Daniel Hewitt is a photographer of architecture
based in London. His current work is divided into
personal and commercial projects. Personal projects
explore philosophical questions in architecture and
the built environment. Commercial projects so far
include documenting major buildings and construction
sites in central London, such as Tate Modern,
Bloomberg Square and Crossrail. His geometric and
symmetrical photography is key to this cycle's project
and how he focuses on the scale, viewpoint and the
texture within the structures. Patterns can also be
seen within his photography when monochromatic.

Week 3 & 7
FOCUS - Assessment Objective 3 (AO3)

Writing, annotating, taking
photos etc . . .

Final outcomes, finished
edits and project evaluation.

Visual language - relating to or done by. Or
used in seeing and describing images.

Consistent - always behaving or happening in a
similar way.

Intentions - something you want and plan to do.

Meaningful - to show meaning (to express or
represent an idea).

Competently - able to do something well.

Assessment Keywords
Personal response - belonging to or affecting
you rather than anyone else.

Glossary of terms
DIGITAL EDITING - Changing a photograph on a computer or phone using editing
apps such as Photoshop.
MANUAL EDITING - Changing a photograph using your hands, for example
writing, drawing or painting over an image.
TECHNIQUES - The method used to either take the photo or to edit the photo.
PROCESSES - The method used to edit a photograph that usually follows a range of
steps rather than just one change.
MATERIALS - What the photographer has used to make the art work eg. canvas,
paper, acetate, tracing paper, paint, pen . . .
SCANNING- A way of making a copy of your manual edits and viewing them on your
computer.
SYMMETRICAL - Made up of exactly similar parts facing each other or around an
axis; showing symmetry.
VIEWPOINT - The position in which you take the photo for example looking up, eye
level or looking down.

Week 4 & 8
FOCUS - Assessment Objective 4 (AO4)

D
F
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Eli st
Not a reﬂec on of society
Stops pressure from richest parents to improve state schools

Norms - informal rules that influence social behaviour
Values - important beliefs held by individuals and social groups
Hidden Curriculum - a set of values, attitudes and principals transmitted to pupils but not part
of the formal curriculum - timetabled lessons
Social cohesion - a sense of belonging to society
Meritocracy - a system that rewards merit rather than inherited status
Social mobility - movement between classes
Correspondence principle - education serves the needs of capitalism - school mirrors work
National Curriculum - the things everyone has to study at school

-

Disadvantages of Independent schools

Deschooling
Schools should be abolished and replaced by informal education eg. Summerhill
The reason schools should be removed is that they do not let children learn at their
own pace. They prevent them following their natural curiosity.
Schools are inflexible

Types of schools
Academy - independently managed - sponsored by businesses - greater control over finances and
staff
Free - schools set up by charities, religions, parents or universities
Faith - schools funded by a church
Special - educational or physical disability - pupils who have been assessed and shown to need
more help
Grammar - select students by 11+
Comprehensive - open to all, no selection
Independent schools:- parents pay and they set their own curriculum
Advantages of Independent Schools
Class sizes smaller
Don’t have to teach na onal curriculum
Be�er facili es
More academic culture
Be�er level of achievement 29.5% A-A* compared to 10.5% in state schools
Be�er chance of ge�ng into be�er Universi es – be�er job prospects.

Random - anyone
Snowball - ask one person and they point you to another
Systematic - every nth person
Stratified - choose so many from each subgroup

SAMPLING Methods
Sample - the group chosen
Sample Frame - the group you could choose from
Sampling method - how you chose the sample

Vocational education
Education that prepares pupils for the world of work

Parents do this because:Religion
Bullying
Protect children from society
Illness
Child has special needs

Home Education
About 37,000 children are home educated every year by parents. No formal rules
about what should be taught
Children receive all their educa on from their parents/carers
Checked by Ofsted

Week 2 and 6

Week 1 and 5

Year 9 Sociology - Education
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3.Secondary Socialisa on Following on from family Educa on will con nue to teach
norms and values (Durkheim). This is essen al as schools use universal standards (same
exams/tests) for everyone. Whereas families us Par cularis c standards (individual
children are judged based on their posi on in the family (Parsons). In society status is
gained by merit & this is the same in educa on.
4. Role Alloca onEduca on allocates people to certain jobs based on their talents. It is
a meritocracy – everyone has an equal chance of success based on their talents and
eﬀorts. Educa on therefore oﬀers pupils a chance to do well and increase their social
posi on = Social Mobility.
Is educa on always posi ve ? Not all sociologists agree
● Educa on favours the rich
● School does not suit all students
● Achievement is aﬀected by external factors like gender and ethnicity
The main role of educa on is:● Secondary socialisa on- learning the norms and values of society
● Role alloca on - pu ng pupils into categories for work
● Social control - teaching us how to behave

2. Social Cohesions in order for society to work we all need to know how we should
behave and what is expected of us. Educa on’s job is to pass on socie es core values
through both Hidden and Formal curriculum. Means we all have shared values.
(Durkheim/Parsons).

Marxism

Functionalism
Concentrate on the posi ve role educa on plays in society
4 func ons:
1.Durkheim - learning specialist skills to help advance industrial society. Schools should
teach appropriate skills to appropriate pupils

Respect for Authority – polite to teachers
Obedience – follow the rules
Dress code – uniform
Rou ne – metable
Rewards/Sanc ons – exam results
Hierarchy – place in the rankings

-

Cri cism
Educa on does create social mobility
Pupils have free will to decide whether to join a subculture
Ignores other factors like gender
Outdated

Paul Willis ‘Learning to Labour’ -He disagreed with Bowles and Gin s said that pupils
do not passively accept their posi on in school but ac vely work to create something
they can be successful at. Willis studies teenage boys in bo�om set in their last year at
school. They created a subculture to ensure they got status.

●
●
●
●
●
●

Bowles and Gini s Correspondence theory. They believe school mirrors work. This is
so school prepares pupils for the world of work By crea ng a docile, obedient and
hardworking workforce. This is done through the Hidden Curriculum which teaches:

Rela onship between educa on & Capitalism.Marxists see educa on as suppor ng
Capitalism by making sure working class pupils are prepared for boring repe ve
labour. Only the middle class are encouraged to aspire to higher levels = Myth of
meritocracy.

Week 4 and 8

Week 3 and 7
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The player must serve the ball over the net so that it lands on the opponent's side
of the table
Once the serve has crossed the net (without hitting the net), the opposing player
must allow the ball to bounce once before returning the ball back over the net
To win a point, the attacking player must land the ball on the opposite side of the
table that forces their opponent to either not return the ball back to their side of
the table, land it out of bounds or hit the net.

Players are allowed to hit the ball around the side of the net.
The ball must bounce on a player's side of the table before playing their shot.
During play, competitors are not allowed to touch the table with their non-bat hand. If
they do, the point is conceded.
Players must swap ends at the end of a game, and in the final match players will
switch ends after five points.

To start a point, the server must stand at the back of the table and can serve either
forehand or backhand. The ball must be thrown up either equal to or above the height
of the net before striking the ball and the ball must be thrown from an open palm to
stop finger spin.
If the ball hits the net on a serve but continues over the other side then a 'let' is
played.

A competitive game of table tennis is played to the best of five or seven games. The
first player to get to 11 points in a game is the winner. However, if a game is tied at
10-10, a player must win a game by two clear points. You do not lose service if you
lose a point - each player must serve for two points in a row before handing the
service over to their opponent.

●

●

●

The aim of the game is to win points by hitting a tennis ball across the net and into
your opponent’s court to force your opponent to make an error and be unable to return
the ball back.

Table tennis is a very popular recreational and competitive team game played by
either individuals (1 v 1) or pairs (2 v 2). The game requires a purpose built table
(court) and net, with players aiming to hit the ball continuously over the net and into
their opponent's side of the table to force their opponent(s) to either not return the ball
back over the net or to land the ball off the table (out of bounds). It is widely
acknowledged that table tennis is the most popular racket sport and the game can be
so fast that a ball can travel as fast as 100 mph.

In all competitive tennis matches, a net splits the court in half and each individual or
team defends their selected area of the court.
● The player must serve the tennis ball over the net so that it lands on the correct
side of their opponent's court
● Once the serve has crossed the net (without hitting the net), the opposition must
select the most appropriate shot to return the ball to either win the point or gain a
tactical advantage
● To win a point, an individual must play a shot that forces their opponent to either
not return the ball, land it out of bounds or hit the net
Rules:
● To begin a tennis match, a coin must be tossed, usually by the umpire. The
winner then decides who serves first and at which end they would prefer to start
the game.
● At the beginning of a game both players begin with ‘love’ (zero) points. Unlike
other racket sports, the points do not increase in standard increments, instead
they follow the set system below:
● No points – 'Love' / First point – '15' / Second point – '30' / Third point – '40' /
Fourth point – 'Game'
● A match must start with a coin toss to decide who serves first and which side they
want to serve from.
● After each point, the server will alternate either side on the baseline.
● The server must hit their serve from behind their baseline.
● If the first serve is called out, then the server may take advantage of a second
serve. If the second serve fails then a 'double fault' is called and the point is lost.
● If the serve hits the net but travels over and into the service area, then a 'let' is
called and the server may take the serve again without penalty.
● To receive a serve, the player is allowed to stand where they wish but they must
allow the ball to bounce once first.
● If a player touches the net, distracts their opponent or impedes them in any way,
the umpire will award the point to the other player.
● Throughout a game, the ball is allowed to hit the lines to be awarded in. Anything
outside of the lines and the ball is out.

Week 3 & 4 - Tennis

Week 1 & 2 - Table Tennis

PE Year 9 Cycle 2 - Knowledge Organiser
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Week 7 & 8 - Athletics
Athletics is a collection of sporting events that consist of three main areas:
track events / field events / combined events
Athletics is often associated with the Olympics, however, it is not just for elite athletes.
Each week athletes also compete at national, county, school or club level events
which can be held indoors or outdoors.
Athletics events are very specialised and often do not require a full combination of
fitness components, therefore offering something for everyone.
Competition area:
● A professional athletics stadium must provide competitors with:
● a 400 m synthetic rubber running track
● a long/triple jump runway and pit
● a shot put circle
● all high jump equipment
● all pole vault equipment
● a hammer and discus cage
Athletics is a collection of sporting events that consist of the three major areas of
running, jumping and throwing.
The running events include sprints, middle and long-distance events and hurdling.
Jumping events include the long jump, high jump, triple jump and pole vault, while the
throwing events include the discus throw, hammer throw, javelin throw and shot put.
There are also combined events, such as the decathlon for men, which consists of ten
events, and the heptathlon for women, which consists of seven events.
Scoring:
Track events – these races are started with an electronic pistol which is only sounded
again on a false start. In races that are very close, officials use a digital line-scan
camera across the finish line to give them a photo finish picture. The clock stops when
an athlete has passed through the finish line.
Jumping events – these events are measured from the front edge of the take-off board
to the first mark made in the sand by the athlete. The distance is always measured to
the nearest centimetre and athletes will always be given a minimum of three jumps.
Throwing events – these events are measured from the front edge of the throwing line
to the first mark made in the ground by the implement. The distance is always
measured to the nearest centimetre and athletes will always be given a minimum of
three attempts.

Week 5 & 6 - Volleyball

Volleyball is a game played between two teams of six players, separated by a net.
Each team attempts to score points by pushing a ball over the net and landing it in the
opposing team’s court.
In all competitive games of volleyball, a net splits the court in half and each team
defends their selected area. To successfully play a game, both teams must:
● serve the ball over the net so that it will land in the opponent's court
● once the serve has crossed the net, the opposing team can have a maximum of
three touches on their side of the court before they must send the ball back over
the net
● to win a point, a team must land the ball on the floor of their opponent's court or
force their opposition to either not return the ball or land the ball out of bounds
Unlike other games, in volleyball, when a point is won, all players rotate one position
clockwise so that everyone gets a chance to serve.
Scoring
In 1998, the rules were changed to a rally point system and this now allows both
teams to score a point during a rally, regardless of which team served.
In competitive adult matches all games are played to a best of five sets. Volleyball is
very different to most sports as the first four sets are played to 25 points, but if the
match goes to a fifth set this game is only played to 15 points. In order to win a set, a
team must win by two clear points, and as there is no ceiling to a game it could
theoretically go on forever!
Rules:
● To start a point, the server can serve from anywhere behind the end line, either
overarm or underarm, into the opposing team's side of the court.
● The opposing team is allowed a maximum of three touches on their side of the
court before sending the ball back over the net.
● A player is not allowed to touch the ball twice in a row. However, they could hit
the ball on the first and third contact.
● The ball must be hit - not caught.
● In sideout scoring, the serving team scores a point when the opponents fail to
return the ball over the net, hit the ball out of bounds or commit an infraction.
● Whichever team wins the point then goes on to serve.
● Every time a team wins the serve from the other team, the players rotate their
position on court clockwise so that everyone gets a chance to serve.
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Stoke Damerel Six
RESPECT
• Respect each other
• Be kind, treat others how
you want to be treated
• Respect yourself

RESPONSIBLE

RESILIENT

• Take responsibility for your

• Commit to your learning
• Try your best
• And try again and again

PREPARED

PROFESSIONAL

• Be prepared and ready to learn
• Be here, be on time and bring
everything you need for learning
• Take part in your learning
and your school

• Be polite
• Be welcoming to all
members of our College
• Smile and be friendly

learning and behaviour
• Try to be a leader
• Be a positive role model

PRIDE
• Be proud to learn; proud

of your work
• Wear your Stoke Damerel
uniform with pride
• Be proud of yourself

